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ABSTRACT
The three-dimensional movements of 13 freely diving ringed seals were recorded 
during the spring of 1990, 1991, 1992, 1996, and 1997 in the Canadian Arctic near 
Resolute Bay, Nunavut. These data were used to investigate the diving behavior of 
ringed seals more fully than was possible using previous data, which only recorded the 
vertical movements of diving animals (time-depth data). During a third of all dives, 
ringed seals focused much of their effort within a reduced volume, suggesting local 
search behavior within patches of prey. Local search occurred during descent, ascent, 
and bottom phases (time spent at depth between the end of descent and the beginning of 
ascent) of dives, but local search most commonly occurred during bottom phases.
Location data from five seals were detailed enough to allow analysis of three­
dimensional movements within individual dives. Behaviors were defined for the dives of 
these five seals based on the character of movements within the dives. Ringed seal dives 
included horizontally convoluted, travel, and exploration dives, but vertically convoluted, 
rest, and sit-and-wait foraging dives were not observed. Horizontally convoluted 
(presumed foraging), travel, and exploration dive behaviors were defined with similar 
frequency for V-shaped dives (dives with only descent and ascent phases) and U-shaped 
dives (dives with descent, bottom, and ascent phases). The lack of behavioral differences 
between dives with distinct time-depth profiles suggested that time-depth profiles were 
not a reliable means of classifying behavioral dive types for ringed seals.
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The diving behavior of the five seals with detailed data was also analyzed on a 
move-by-move basis within individual dives. Two distinct movement types, convoluted 
and directional movements, were distinguished based on horizontal directionality values 
for sequences of five moves. Most phases of ringed seal dives consisted of repeated 
switching between convoluted and directional movements, indicating that individual 
dives and dive phases did not represent single behaviors.
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1CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
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The study of marine mammal diving behavior has been largely restricted to 
inferences drawn from tracking the vertical movements of animals over time (e.g., 
Kooyman 1968; Gentry and Kooyman 1986; LeBoeuf etal. 1988; Boyd and Croxall 
1996; Schreer and Kovacs 1997). Although the vertical movements o f diving mammals 
are important, marine mammals, their prey, and the water they dive through are all 
capable of moving in three spatial dimensions. Three-dimensional movement data have 
recently been collected from ringed (Phoca hispida) and Weddell (Leptonychotes 
weddelli) seals, but analyses of these data have been largely descriptive (Wartzok et al. 
1992a; Davis et al. 1999; Harcourt et al. 2000). Here, I quantitatively describe the three­
dimensional movements of a marine mammal for the first time.
The three-dimensional movements of freely-swimming ringed seals were 
recorded in Resolute Passage, Nunavut, Canada during five pupping and breeding 
seasons. B. Kelly and D. Wartzok collected these movement data during 1990, 1991, and 
1992 (Kelly 1996a; Kelly and Wartzok 1996). I joined the project in 1995, and we 
collected additional movement data during 1996 and 1997. Here, I draw inferences about 
the diving behavior of ringed seals based upon my analysis of their three-dimensional 
movements. I contrast my inferences with those drawn previously from time-depth data.
Ringed seals are ideal study animals, because their horizontal home ranges are 
small enough to allow the use of a fixed hydrophone array to track ultrasonic transmitters 
attached to the seals' hair (Wartzok et al. 1992b). Ringed seals are small phocids (adults 
are typically 1.3 -1 .5  meters in length) found throughout the arctic in areas o f seasonal 
sea ice (McLaren 1958; Smith 1987; Kelly 1988). These seals overwinter in areas of
2
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pack or shorefast sea ice where they maintain breathing holes through the ice by abrading 
it with their claws (Smith and Stirling 1975). Ringed seals carve out snow drifts 
overlying some of their breathing holes to create subnivean lairs which they use to rest, 
give birth, and nurse their young (Chapskii 1940; McLaren 1958; Smith and Stirling 
1975; Smith 1987; Kelly and Quakenbush 1990; Furgal et al. 1996). The horizontal 
home ranges o f these seals are limited in size, because the seals must return to a breathing 
hole or lair to breathe. The breathing holes and lairs used by one seal are generally 
within 1 to 2 km of each other (Kelly and Quakenbush 1990), a range over which the 
seals can readily be tracked acoustically (Wartzok et al. 1992a).
The acoustic tracking system we used to record the three-dimensional movements 
of ringed seals was developed by Wartzok et al. (1992b). The system relied on a fixed 
array of four hydrophones to determine the three-dimensional location of each 
transmission from an ultrasonic transmitter (63-77 kHz, Vemco Ltd., Armdale, Nova 
Scotia, Canada) attached to the hair of a freely-swimming ringed seal. The horizontal 
location of the transmitter was calculated based upon the difference in arrival time of the 
transmitted sound wave at each hydrophone. The vertical location was calculated from 
the transmitter’s pulse rate, which was pressure modulated.
We tracked ringed seals under shorefast sea ice in Resolute Passage, Nunavut, 
Canada (74° 35' N, 95° 7  W). Resolute Passage lies between Cornwallis Island and 
Griffith Island in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and borders upon Barrow Strait, 
which serves as a connection between the Arctic Ocean and Baffin Bay (Prinsenberg and 
Bennett 1987). The surface of Resolute Passage freezes each winter, creating nearly
3
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continuous ice cover. Resolute Passage is oriented along a northwest-southeast axis, and 
mean water flow through the passage is to the southeast at < 4 cm/s (Marsden et al. 
1994b). Water flow in the passage, however, is tidally dominated, and peak along- 
channel velocities are approximately 20 cm/s (Marsden et al. 1994b). Vertical mixing of 
water under shorefast sea ice in Resolute Passage is limited, but some mixing does occur 
as a result o f  internal waves propagating along the shallow pycnocline (Marsden et al. 
1994a). This vertical mixing may provide nutrients to help perpetuate the spring bloom 
of ice algae (Cota et al. 1987).
Up to 65% of ice-algae production may be exported from the sea ice in Resolute 
Passage and become available to ringed seals via their prey (Smith et al. 1988). The 
remainder o f ice-algae production is recycled within the sea ice and helps to maintain the 
ice-algae bloom. Ringed seals in and around Resolute Passage prey primarily upon arctic 
cod and pelagic, benthic, and sympagic (ice-associated) macrozooplankton (Welch et al. 
1992). Ringed seals are, in turn, preyed upon by polar bears and Inuit hunters (Welch et 
al. 1992). Studies of ringed seal prey distributions under shorefast sea ice near Resolute 
Passage suggest that ringed seal prey are unevenly distributed in the vertical and 
horizontal planes and through time (Crawford and Jorgenson 1990; Pike and Welch 
1990).
Ringed seals probably engaged in a variety of social, foraging, and other 
behaviors during the spring breeding and pupping seasons in which we monitored seal 
movements. During the breeding season, rutting males are believed to defend underwater 
territories or access to breathing holes used by females (Stirling 1973; Smith and
4
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Hammill 1981; Hammill and Smith 1991; Kelly and Wartzok 1996). During the pupping 
season, lactating females apparently divide their time between foraging and caring for 
their pup, including moving their pup from one lair to another to avoid predators (Smith 
and Stirling 1975; Smith 1987; Hammill et al. 1991; Smith et al. 1991; Lydersen and 
Hammill 1993; Kelly and Wartzok 1996). Rutting males and estrous females may also 
engage in courtship behaviors while diving during the breeding season, in addition to 
behaviors which are common to all ringed seals such as breathing hole maintenance, 
predator avoidance, and foraging (Smith 1987).
The functions of marine mammal dives have often been inferred based on the 
classification of the dives’ time-depth profiles (e.g., Kooyman 1968; LeBoeuf et al. 1988; 
Hindell et al. 1991; Schreer et al. 1998), but these classifications were found to be 
unreliable when compared to simultaneously collected data on feeding events (Lesage et 
al. 1999) and three-dimensional dive profiles (Harcourt et al. 2000). Foraging behavior, 
in particular, was inferred based on both time-depth profiles and indirect evidence of 
feeding (e.g., stomach temperature sensors; Wilson et al. 1992; Gales and Renouf 1993; 
Lesage et al. 1999). The understanding of foraging behavior based on these inferences 
was constrained, however, because feeding events were only a subset o f foraging 
behavior. Optimal diving models were also created which related the time a diving 
animal spent at depth to the time the animal spent at the surface either preparing for, or 
recovering from, a dive (e.g., Kramer 1988; Houston and Carbone 1992; Mori 1999). 
Although these models were qualitatively confirmed for a few species (e.g., Boyd et al.
5
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1995; Carbone et al. 1996), the models did not accurately predict behavior by other 
species (Kelly 1996a; Jodice and Collopy 1999).
Here, I use three-dimensional movement data collected from ringed seals to 
evaluate and extend previous inferences drawn from time-depth data. I believe that 
inferences based on three-dimensional movements are more accurate than those drawn 
solely from vertical movements, although my inferences are limited to behaviors which 
involve distinct types of movement. In Chapter 2 ,1 investigate three-dimensional search 
behavior by ringed seals in order to gain a broader view of foraging behavior than was 
possible by previous analyses of feeding events. In Chapter 3 ,1 explore methods of 
defining dive behaviors based on the three-dimensional movements of ringed seals within 
dives, and I compare my results to previous inferences o f dive behaviors based on time- 
depth profile classification. In Chapter 4 ,1 analyze the three-dimensional movements of 
ringed seals within dives on a move-by-move basis and test assumptions inherent in 
previous optimal diving models and classifications of dives by time-depth profiles.
6
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7CHAPTER 2: THREE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF SEARCH BEHAVIOR
BY RINGED SEALS1
'Michael A. Simpkirs, Brendan P. Kelly, and Douglas Wartzok; prepared for submission 
to Animal Behaviour
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8ABSTRACT
The use of three-dimensional space by 13 freely diving ringed seals was analyzed 
to distinguish between local search behavior, presumably within prey patches, and travel 
or exploration behavior between prey patches. The three-dimensional home ranges of 
ringed seals were subdivided into 3x3x3 meter grid cells. For each dive, the time spent 
swimming through each grid cell and the frequency of grid cell revisits within the dive 
were determined. The seals generally spent I -  3 seconds in each cell and rarely revisited 
cells. During 34% of all dives, however, ringed seals focused their effort within a 
reduced volume, suggesting local search within patches of prey. The disproportionate 
effort within restricted volumes resulted from seals revisiting cells (18% of dives), 
reducing speed within cells (9% of dives), or both reducing speed and revisiting cells (7% 
of dives). Ringed seals searched locally in less than 10% of descents and ascents but did 
so in 41% of bottom phases (time spent at depth between the end of descent and the 
beginning of ascent).
INTRODUCTION
Specific aspects of foraging, social, and other behaviors of diving marine 
mammals are difficult to study using time-depth data, but detailed analyses are possible 
using three-dimensional movement data (Davis et al. 1999; Harcourt et al. 2000). Here, 
we analyze the time spent within each unit of volume traversed by freely-swimming
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
ringed seals for evidence of local search behavior, an important component of foraging 
behavior which has not been studied previously in marine mammals. The analysis of 
three-dimensional search behavior occurring within individual dives by ringed seals 
overcomes three previous limitations to the study of marine mammal foraging behavior.
First, three-dimensional movement data provide a more comprehensive 
representation of the actual behavior of diving animals than do previously used time- 
depth data (Figure 2.1). Time-depth data can only provide insight into the vertical 
component of foraging behavior. Marine mammals, however, forage in an environment 
where they, their prey, and the water they dive through all move in three spatial 
dimensions. Foraging behavior in marine mammals has been surmised to occur during 
the bottom phase (time spent at depth between descent and ascent phases) of flat- 
bottomed dives (e.g., Kooyman and Gentry 1986; Hindell et al. 1991; Lydersen 1991; 
Thompson et al. 1991; LeBoeuf et al. 1992; Martin and Smith 1992; Bj0rge et al. 1995; 
Wemer and Campagna 1995; Westgate et al. 1995; Schreer and Testa 1996; Gales and 
Mattlin 1997). Time-depth profiles of flat-bottomed dives, however, show negligible 
vertical movement during the bottom phase, so no information is available to describe 
foraging behavior. Three-dimensional data include both vertical and horizontal 
movements and inferences of foraging behavior can be sought during any phase of a dive.
Second, the investigation of search behavior broadens the study of foraging 
behavior beyond the analysis of feeding events. Since foraging behavior by marine 
mammals can rarely be directly observed, researchers have relied on indirect evidence of 
feeding to indicate foraging behavior. Feeding events have, for example, been recorded
9
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using stomach temperature sensors, which record the ingestion of cold food (Wilson et al. 
1992; Gales and Renouf 1993; Hedd et al. 1995; Hedd et al. 1996; Bekkby and Holand 
1997; Andrews 1998; Bekkby and Bj0rge 1998; Lesage et al. 1999), and animal-mounted 
cameras, which allow visual observation of feeding events (Marshall 1998; Davis et al. 
1999). It is important to remember, however, that foraging behavior consists of search, 
pursuit, and handling behaviors. Feeding events are only a subset of handling behavior; 
animals must search for prey before pursuit or handling can occur.
Third, studying the behavior of animals within individual dives provides more 
detailed insight into foraging behavior than previous analyses which averaged behavior 
over entire dives or groups of dives. Data collected by several types of satellite-linked 
depth recorders (SDR) are binned by 6-hour periods, so diving behavior must be 
averaged over many dives in analyses involving these data. Furthermore, most analyses 
of SDR data have been largely descriptive (e.g., Mate 1989; Mate et al. 1994; Mate et al. 
1995; Nordoy et al. 1995; Davis et al. 1996; Stewart et al. 1996), although more 
quantitative approaches have recently been presented (e.g., Bums et al. 1999; Frost et al. 
1999; Teilmann et al. 1999). Since data from time-depth recorders (TDR data) are not 
binned, analyses of TDR data do not have to average behavior over multiple dives. One 
approach to synthesizing TDR data, however, has been to group successive dives with 
similar time-depth profiles into bouts using the hypothesis that all dives within a bout 
represent the same behavior (Gentry and Kooyman 1986; Feldkamp et al. 1989;
Kooyman 1989; Goebel etal. 1991; Boyd etal. 1994; Harcourt et al. 1995; Kelly 1996a). 
More detailed analyses of TDR data (and SDR data which were not binned) have
10
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classified dives with distinct time-depth profiles as representing distinct behaviors 
(Schreer et al. 1998). The assumption inherent in these classifications was that individual 
dives were the basic unit of diving behavior. For example, one could classify a dive as 
either a foraging dive or a travel dive but not as both a foraging and travel dive. Analysis 
of three-dimensional movements within individual dives indicated, however, that ringed 
seals switched between behavioral states within individual dives (Simpkins et al. in prep 
c). Fine-scale studies of foraging behavior, as attempted here, are most appropriately 
conducted by investigating behavior within individual dives, because examining the 
behavior of animals by dive or groups of dives may average over multiple behaviors 
within each dive.
We focused the three-dimensional analysis presented here on search behavior 
within dives. When prey are distributed in patches, as is common in the marine 
environment, the search behavior of predators can generally be split between exploratory 
behavior (ranging behavior sensu Bell 1990) when searching for patches of prey, and 
local search behavior when searching for prey within a patch (Jander 197S). Searching 
locally involves movements restricted to the interior of a patch, while exploring entails an 
animal searching widely to increase the likelihood of encountering a patch. Our 
investigation of the volume traversed, or searched, by ringed seals allows a clear 
distinction between searching locally and exploring. When exploring, an animal should 
minimize the time searching each unit of volume, while an animal searching locally 
should maximize the time searching within the volume of the patch (Bell 1990). We 
calculated the time spent within each unit of volume transited during a dive and identified
11
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local search behavior as portions of a dive in which a seal spent more time within a small 
volume than was expected based on the average time spent within each unit of volume. 
We also determined whether an animal restricted its search effort to the volume of a 
patch by slowing down or by following a more convoluted (self-intersecting) path.
We demonstrate the method using the under-ice movements of freely swimming 
ringed seals tracked acoustically. We collected three-dimensional diving data from 
ringed seals over several years during the spring breeding and pupping seasons (Kelly 
1996a; Kelly and Wartzok 1996). Although females of phocid species allegedly fast 
during lactation (Bonner 1984; Costa 1991), females of several phocid species, including 
ringed seals, forage to varying degrees during lactation (Testa et al. 1989; Hammill et al. 
1991; Lydersen and Kovacs 1993; Boness et al. 1994; Lydersen et al. 1994; Nilssen et al. 
1995; Kelly and Wartzok 1996). We believe the seals we tracked were foraging based on 
weight gains and scat samples from recaptured animals, as well as evidence of foraging 
in non-tracked seals. Of the four seals we recaptured during our study, three exhibited 
mass gains over periods ranging from 10 to 31 days, and scat samples from the other 
were full of amphipod exoskeletons (Kelly and Wartzok 1996; unpublished data). 
Previous collections of stomach contents and scat samples indicated that seals in our 
study area fed primarily on arctic cod (Boreogadus saida) and pelagic and benthic 
amphipods during spring (Welch et al. 1992; Kelly and Wartzok 1996; unpublished data). 
These prey are concentrated into several layers under shore-fast ice and are, thus, patchy 
by depth (Crawford and Jorgenson 1990). We acoustically sampled the prey distribution 
in the study area to assess the spatial and temporal distribution of ringed seal prey. Based
12
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on analysis of three-dimensional behavior within dives (Simpkins et al. in prep c), we 
expected to And local search behavior in dives with and without bottom phases.
METHODS
We recorded the three-dimensional movements of 13 ringed seals during the 
spring breeding season in 1990, 1991, 1992, 1996, and 1997 in the Canadian Arctic near 
Resolute Bay, Nunavut (74° 35’ N, 95° 7’ W; Kelly 1996a; Kelly and Wartzok 1996). 
We captured seals at breathing holes in shore-fast sea ice using nets (Kelly 1996b) and 
tracked their movements under the ice by way of ultra-sonic transmitters (Vemco Ltd., 
Armdale, Nova Scotia, Canada) attached to their hair (Wartzok et al. 1992b).
We compiled and filtered the data for each seal, removing erroneous locations 
which would have required swim speeds in excess of 6 m/s (greater than the maximal 
speed of harbor seals; Williams and Kooyman 1985). Shallow locations often were 
inaccurate, primarily as a result of acoustic reflection off of ice keels. We defined dives 
as seal movements to depths greater than 5 m with at least 10 data points. We 
interpolated locations for each second of a dive to fill temporal gaps between sequential 
data points, which were generally on the order of 5 - 9 seconds (interquartile range). We 
did not extrapolate location data points beyond the recorded segment of each dive. We 
split dives into phases characterized as; descent (continuous descent from the dive’s 
initiation), ascent (continuous ascent to the dive’s conclusion), and bottom (time between 
the end of descent and beginning of ascent).
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We divided each seal’s home range into a three-dimensional grid and calculated 
time spent within each grid cell a seal entered (Figure 2.IB). We made the grid cells as 
small as possible to provide the highest resolution in three-dimensional behavior. We 
used cubes with sides of 3 meters for grid cells, because the error in the location data was 
generally on the order of ± 1 m (maximal error ±2m;  Wartzok et al. 1992a). Each grid 
cell, then, effectively represented a central location with a volume of uncertainty of ± 1.5 
m in each dimension. To simplify the analysis, we assigned each grid cell a reference 
number for its position within the matrix. These position (reference number) data points 
represented both a specific three-dimensional grid cell and a second in time, because 
locations were interpolated by second. For each dive, we tallied sequential data points 
with the same reference number to determine the time spent swimming through each grid 
cell.
We used the distribution of all time spent swimming through a grid cell (referred 
to hereafter as cell time) to differentiate between cell times which represented exploration 
versus local search. We defined normal swimming behavior, as expected during 
exploration, as cell times < 3 seconds, because ringed seals spent three seconds or less in 
95% of all grid cells swum through (Figure 2.2). We defined slow passages, in which 
seals slowed down within specific grid cells, as cell times > 7 seconds. Slow passages 
indicated that a seal was swimming unusually slowly (cumulative probability of cell time 
> 7 seconds = 0.008, Figure 2.2) and, in some cases, may have been stationary in the 
water column.
14
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We considered local search to have occurred when slow passages were more 
common within a dive phase than expected under the assumption that slow passages were 
randomly and independently distributed throughout dives. For each phase of a dive, a 
random binomial simulation computed the distribution of expected slow passages 
(probability of slow passage/grid cell = 0.008,500 iterations per dive phase). Dive 
phases which included more slow passages than 95% of the corresponding simulations 
indicated that seals searched locally during those phases. During this type of local 
search, seals not only spent more time than expected in certain grid ceils (slow passages), 
but they did so more often than expected by a null model of independent random 
behavior.
We also determined how often seals revisited the same grid cell and defined the 
proportion of cells required to be revisited in order to indicate convoluted local search 
behavior. We calculated the proportions of grid cell revisits (referred to hereafter as 
revisit proportions) for phases of each dive as: 1 -  a/b where a = unique grid cells visited 
and b = total grid cells visited. Revisit proportions could be affected by the orientation of 
a dive path with respect to the border between grid cells (Figure 2.3). A dive path could 
have no revisits if it was centered within grid cells (Figure 2.3A) but have several revisits 
if it was centered along the border between two grid cells (Figure 2.3B). Most revisits 
during descent and ascent were probably caused by this “border effect.” Revisits during 
continuous descent or ascent could only result from a seal moving horizontally into 
another grid cell very briefly and then returning (Figure 2.3B). Brief visits of this sort 
were likely the result of error in our location data combined with the orientation of the
15
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dive path along a grid cell border. Ninety-five percent of descents and ascents had revisit 
proportions less than 0.1, so we defined local search as having occurred only when the 
revisit proportion for a dive’s phase was greater than 0.1. This type of local search 
behavior involved convoluted movements, which resulted in the dive path frequently 
intersecting itself, causing frequent grid cell revisits.
Some recorded dives were incomplete and did not include all phases of the dive. 
For both the revisit proportion and slow passage analyses above, we used only dives 
which included at least representative portions of each of the dives’ phases (all 3 phases 
for dives with bottom phases, 2 phases otherwise). We required recorded portions of dive 
phases to be greater than 7 seconds in duration to allow for identification of possible slow 
passages. The average duration of phases used in these analyses was 117 seconds 
(interquartile range = 45-150  seconds).
We monitored the prey distribution in the vicinity of tracked seals in 1996 and 
1997 using a 200 kHz echosounder (Furuno FE-881 n, Furuno Marine Electronics, 
Nishinomiya, Japan). We mounted the downward-facing transducer through a hole 
drilled through the sea ice and recorded echograms from 8 April - 17 May 1996 and 25 
April - 27 May 1997. We recorded most echograms with the transducer mounted at our 
base camp (74° 35’ N, 95° 7’ W) to monitor changes in prey distribution over time.
In 1996, we conducted a series of experiments to assess the degree of horizontal 
patchiness in the local prey distribution. On April 26 and 27, we moved the transducer 
and recorded echograms for 1 .5 -6  hours at each of four sites 0.5 - 2 km from our base 
camp. From May 6-17, we alternately deployed the transducer for approximately 24
16
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hours each at sites within 100 m of a tracked seal (0.5 -  1.5 km from the base camp) and 
at the base camp control site. We recorded the presence or absence of individual echoes 
within 20 meter depth bins for 5 randomly selected minutes during each hour at each of 
these sites (e.g., for the hour 11:00-11:59 we recorded values for 11:02, 11:15,11:23,
11:38, and 11:43). We calculated the frequency of occurrence of individual echoes 
within 20 meter depth bins using these presence/absence data. Frequency of occurrence 
values provided an objective relative index of potential prey availability at each site using 
qualitative echograms. We compared frequency of occurrence values between sites 
which were monitored in sequence and assumed that temporal changes in prey 
distribution were negligible between sequential recordings.
RESULTS
Ringed seals spent equal time at the majority of three-dimensional grid cells 
transited, swimming through 95% of grid cells in I -  3 seconds (Figure 2.2), and rarely 
revisited grid cells. Slow passages, in which a seal took more than 7 seconds to swim 
through a 3x3x3 m grid cell, were rare in terms of all grid cells visited (< 1% of grid 
cells), but occurred in 43% of dives (1727 dives). In 16% of dives (634 dives), however, 
slow passages occurred more frequently than expected based on binomial simulations of 
slow passage frequency. Of all grid cells transited, 5.5% had previously been visited 
during the same dive. Revisit proportions were low for descent and ascent phases (95% 
of revisit proportions <0.1). During bottom phases, however, seals often exhibited
17
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revisit proportions greater than the 0.1 necessary to qualify as local search by our 
definition (Figure 2.4).
Local search behavior occurred in 34% of dives (Table 2.1). During these dives, 
seals focused their dive time within a few grid cells by either revisiting or slowing down 
at the cells. Seals searched locally during bottom phases of dives more commonly than 
during descent and ascent phases (Figure 2.4).
Variability in search behavior was evident between seals. Individual seals 
searched locally in 9% to 61% of their dives (Table 2.1). Seals most commonly localized 
their search effort by revisiting grid cells. The degree to which individual seals exhibited 
slow passages or grid cell revisits varied (Table 2.1). Local search behavior was most 
commonly found in bottom phases for 12 seals. Another seal, MR97, did not search 
locally during any bottom phase. Only 23 dives were analyzed from MR97, however, 
and 4 of these included local search behavior. Most seals searched locally within descent 
and ascent phases, and eight seals searched locally in more than 10% of their descents or 
ascents (Table 2.1).
Echograms recorded in 1996 and 1997 indicated that potential prey items 
(individual echoes) were distributed in patches both horizontally and vertically. Prey 
were neither continually present (frequency of echo occurrence = 100%) nor continually 
absent (frequency of echo occurrence = 0%) in any depth bin. Figure 2.5 shows the 
difference in frequency of echo occurrence between an echogram recorded 850 meters 
from the base camp on May 6-7,1996 and an echogram recorded at the base camp on 
May 7. Vertical differences in fiequency of echo occurrence were greater than horizontal
18
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differences, with a pattern of low values at midwater bins bracketed by higher values at 
shallow and deep bins. Horizontal differences in frequency of echo occurrence differed 
in magnitude by depth. The vertical pattern of frequency of echo occurrence shown in 
Figure 2.5 was common to all recorded echograms, although the magnitude of frequency 
of echo occurrence values varied among echograms. Spatial differences in frequency of 
echo occurrence were more dramatic than changes over time. Temporal changes in 
frequency of echo occurrence generally were only apparent over the course of several 
days to weeks. On two separate occasions in 1996, however, the prey distribution 
changed quickly. Large, dense patches of prey became apparent suddenly in these 
echograms as a continuous band of maximal echo return which blanketed up to 100 
meters of the depth record for 30 minutes to 2 hours.
DISCUSSION
We observed three-dimensional movements consistent with local search behavior 
during ringed seal dives. Most instances of local search occurred during the bottom 
phase of dives (Figure 2.4), suggesting that bottom phases commonly represented 
foraging behavior. Not all bottom phases included local search behavior, however, 
indicating that bottom phases do not necessarily represent time spent in a prey patch. 
Studies of optimal foraging by diving animals have been based on time-depth data and 
the assumption that patch time was equivalent to the duration of the bottom phase 
(Kramer 1988; Wilson and Wilson 1988; Houston and Carbone 1992; Thompson et al.
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1993; Boyd et al. 1995; Carbone and Houston 1996; Mori 1998a; Mori 1999). It may be, 
however, that bottom phases include both patch time and travel, or exploring, between 
patches.
Local search behavior also occurred, to a lesser extent, during descent and ascent 
phases, especially within dives that lacked a bottom phase. If we assume that all local 
search behavior reflected foraging within prey patches, and not some non-foraging 
behavior such as territorial defense, then foraging occurred during all phases of dives 
with and without bottom phases. Feeding events and, by association, foraging have been 
recorded during all dive types identified for harbor seals (Lesage et al. 1999).
Local search generally involves an increase in turning rate (or angular velocity) 
and a decrease in velocity (reviewed in Bell 1990). In our analysis, slow passages 
corresponded to low velocities, and high turning rates created convoluted, self- 
intersecting dive paths (i.e., grid cell revisits). Ringed seals searched locally during 
bottom phases primarily by revisiting specific grid cells (e.g., grid cell revisit highlighted 
in Figure 2. IB), but they searched locally during descent and ascent phases both by 
revisiting and slowing down at specific locations (Figure 2.4).
Although ringed seals searched locally in one third of all dives (Table 2.1), they 
allocated equal time to each grid cell and rarely revisited cells during the majority of 
dives. Seals spent 1 - 3  seconds in 95% of all grid cells (Figure 2.2) and revisited only 
5.5% of all grid cells within dives. This continuous movement from one grid cell to the 
next, coupled with rare grid cell revisits, was consistent with an animal maximizing the 
net volume (or distance) traversed per unit time, as expected for an animal searching for
20
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prey patches, travelling between breathing holes, or exploring its environment. The low 
frequency of local search behavior by grid cell and dive suggested that ringed seals spent 
most of their time either searching for prey patches, or engaging in non-foraging 
behaviors.
Occasionally, seals were stationary for very long periods which may have 
represented sit-and-wait foraging behavior (243 slow passages > 30 seconds, maximum = 
248 seconds). Terrestrial sit-and-wait predators spend their search time in one location, 
waiting for prey to pass within pursuit distance (Pianka 1966; Schoener 1971; Huey and 
Pianka 1981; McLaughlin 1989; Bell 1990; Shafir and Roughgarden 1998). Marine 
predators can use two strategies which are similar to terrestrial sit-and-wait predation. 
They can drift with the current and allow it to move them to their prey without actively 
swimming. Alternatively, they can maintain their position in the water column (by 
swimming) and intercept prey drifting toward them in the current. We call these two 
strategies drift predation and active ambush respectively. The tidal nature of currents in 
Resolute Passage made it difficult to distinguish between active ambush and drift 
predation in ringed seals without simultaneous monitoring of water flow, because 
stationary animals could be swimming against a current or drifting with no current. It is 
possible that slow passages represented drift predation, and that the duration of each slow 
passage was linked to the contemporary current speed. D. Wartzok visually observed one 
seal drifting under the ice in Resolute Passage while vertical in the water column (i.e., the 
seal was looking upward while drifting sideways; unpublished data). Grid cell revisits
21
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during dives with slow passages, however, indicated that drift was certainly not 
continuous throughout a dive.
Terrestrial sit-and-wait predators switch from sit-and-wait predation to active 
search behavior at low prey densities (Jaeger and Barnard 1981; Formanowicz and 
Bradley 1987; Bell 1990), or when the predator is starved (Akre and Johnson 1979; Inoue 
and Matsura 1983; Bell 1990). Although sit-and-wait predation minimizes the energetic 
cost of search, active search increases the rate at which predators encounter prey, which 
is critical at low prey densities (Norberg 1977; Bell 1990). Sit-and-wait predation may 
be more profitable at high prey densities, when prey encounter rate is not limiting, 
because sit-and-wait predation likely minimizes evasive responses by prey, thereby 
reducing the cost of pursuit (Jaeger and Barnard 1981).
In marine environments, predators can choose between active search, drift 
predation, and active ambush strategies. We suggest that active search is the optimal 
strategy in low prey densities, when prey encounter rates for drift predation and active 
ambush strategies are too low. Since active ambush behavior has a lower search 
efficiency than active search, we suggest that active ambush behavior is only optimal 
when prey density is very high, and the energetic cost of maintaining position can be 
overcome. The relative efficiency of active ambush and drift predation depend on prey 
behavior. For example, drift predation would be very inefficient at locating planktonic 
prey, and active ambush would be inefficient at locating sessile benthic prey. Models of 
optimal foraging strategy which incorporate prey behavior (Thompson et a l  1993) and
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current speeds (Dusenbery 1989) can further elucidate the efficiency of these strategies 
and provide insight into behavioral choices made by foraging marine mammals.
Echograms recorded in 1996 and 1997 suggested that potential prey were 
distributed in patches. Availability of potential prey, as estimated by frequency of echo 
occurrence within echograms, varied most dramatically by depth, consistent with 
previous findings that small fish and zooplankton were concentrated into vertical layers 
under shorefast sea ice (Crawford and Jorgenson 1990). Potential prey availability also 
varied horizontally (e.g., Figure 2.5) and over time. With a single fixed transducer, we 
were unable to link particular prey patches seen in echograms with the diving behavior of 
tracked seals. One yearling male seal (TL97) did, however, use the transducer hole as a 
breathing hole for several hours. He dove vertically under the hole during several dives, 
and we were able to track portions of his descent and ascent on echograms. Future 
research into simultaneous tracking of prey and diving predators using echosounders may 
prove fruitful (e.g., Dolphin 1987).
Our analysis of volume use during individual dives could be modified to study the 
use of volume during several dives. For example, calculating the total time spent in each 
location over the course of a foraging bout would allow the identification of three­
dimensional foraging sites in the water column. Knowledge of specific foraging sites 
could be very useful in identifying critical habitat for species which forage at fixed 
locations, such as endangered Hawaiian monk seals which generally forage along coral 
reefs (Goodman-Lowe 1998). Our method could also be extended to study interactions 
between simultaneously tracked animals, which could describe phenomena such as
23
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under-water territoriality or intra-specific competition for prey. For example, two seals 
monitored in our study (HE91 and ME91) appeared to forage in the same horizontal 
range but separated their effort by depth (Kelly and Wartzok 1996).
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Table 2.1: Local search behavior exhibited by ringed seals.
Seal Sex Age Number of dives: Percent of Percent of dives with local Percent of phases with
dives with search identified by: local search:
With bottom Without local search Slow Revisits Both Descent Bottom Ascent
phase bottom phase passages
EL96 F 9 334 493 15% 9% 5% 1% 3% 12% 8%
FA96 F 2 62 107 29% 15% 11% 3% 8% 24% 15%
HE91 F 7 48 27 57% 11% 25% 21% 19% 60% 15%
HO90 M 7 42 49 34% 6% 26% 2% 14% 31% 14%
J092 M 5 600 89 52% 11% 24% 17% 4% 54% 4%
LF92 F 6 386 86 54% 8% 26% 20% 7% 56% 10%
ME91 F 7 382 190 47% 11% 32% 5% 9% 50% 12%
MR97 M 8+ 12 11 17% 0% 13% 4% 4% 0% 13%
SA91 M 1 13 25 61% 29% 16% 16% 29% 46% 40%
SC96 M 1 167 241 31% 9% 19% 3% 9% 43% 12%
SP90 F 1 53 48 20% 3% 15% 2% 4% 21% 6%
TL97 M 1 168 381 9% 2% 8% 0.2% 4% 9% 3%
TR91 M 7 7 6 23% 23% 0% 0% 15% 29% 8%
Total (all dives) 2274 1753 34% 9% 18% 7% 6% 41% 9%
Average (by seal) 35% 10% 17% 7% 10% 34% 12%
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depth data show only vertical movements up and down the line-segment A. The cubes represent the three-dimensional dive
path converted into grid cell format. The dive path is shown on the surface of the grid cells for ease of viewing. A grid cell
revisit is highlighted by the dark gray cube in B. 10
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Seconds spent in a single 3x3x3 meter grid cell
Figure 2.2: Time spent swimming through individual 3x3x3 meter grid cells (cell times). Shown are cell times for every 
grid cell transited by all seals during all dives (908,756 grid cells). Note that this is the cell time for each grid cell visit, not the 
cumulative time spent in a grid cell over a series of grid cell revisits.
to
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Figure 2.3: Grid cell revisits during descent and ascent due to orientation of path 
with respect to grid cells. The same path is shown in A and B. Revisits do not occur 
when the path is centered within the grid cells (A), but do occur when the path is centered 
along the border between grid cells (B). We eliminated “border effect” revisits (B) from 
our analysis.
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Figure 2.4: Percent of dive phases in which seals searched locally. Local search behavior was identified by slow passages, 
grid cell revisits, or both. t oVO
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Depth (meters)
Figure 2Sz Spatial patchiness of prey. Frequency of echo (potential prey) occurrence is shown by 20 meter depth bin for an 
echogram recorded 8S0 meters away from our base camp from 13:11 May 6 -14:24 May 7 , 1996, and an echogram recorded at 
our base camp from 14:55-21:14 May 7 , 1996. Values range from 0% (no echoes present in any sampled minute) to 100% (at 
least one echo present in all sampled minutes). The error bars shown are 95% confidence intervals.
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CHAPTER 3: DEFINITION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL DIVING BEHAVIORS
EXHIBITED BY RINGED SEALS1
‘Michael A. Simpkins, Brendan P. Kelly, Douglas Wartzok; prepared for submission to 
Marine Mammal Science
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ABSTRACT
Behaviors were defined for ringed seal dives based on the three-dimensional 
movements of five freely diving seals. Horizontally convoluted dives, defined as dives 
with angular velocity > IS °/s, appeared to be foraging dives. Dives that did not include 
convoluted movements (angular velocity < 10 °/s) were classified as exploration dives. 
Dives with nearly linear horizontal travel (horizontal directionality > 0.6) were classified 
as travel dives. Each dive type was observed with similar frequency in V-shaped dives 
(dives in which ascent immediately followed descent) and U-shaped dives (dives in 
which time was spent at depth between descent and ascent). The lack of behavioral 
differences between dives with distinct time-depth profiles suggested that time-depth 
profiles were not a reliable means of classifying behavioral dive types for ringed seals.
INTRODUCTION
Diving behaviors, which have previously been inferred for marine mammals from 
time-depth profiles, can be more fully understood by analyzing the movements of diving 
animals tracked in three dimensions. Previously, the functions of dives were surmised 
based on classes of time-depth profiles (Table 3.1). Functions ascribed to these classes, 
however, did not consistently correspond to inferences based on analysis of feeding 
events (Lesage et al. 1999), local search behavior, (Simpkins et al. in prep a), and three­
dimensional dive profiles (Harcourt et al. 2000). The failure to consistently identify
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specific dive functions may reflect the limitations inherent in classifying three­
dimensional diving behavior using one-dimensional (depth) data (Brillinger and Stewart 
1997; Harcourt et al. 2000). Here, we quantify the three-dimensional diving behavior of 
freely-swimming ringed seals using techniques modified from previous analyses of two­
dimensional movements (Batschelet 1981; Bell 1990; Turchin 1998). We quantitatively 
classify the three-dimensional movements of ringed seals and suggest behavioral 
functions for dives with distinct movements.
We expect to find evidence of social, foraging, and other behaviors within the 
recorded movements of ringed seals, because we monitored the seals' diving behavior 
during the spring mating and pupping seasons. Maintenance of breathing holes through 
the ice and avoidance of surface predators (e.g., polar bears and Inuit hunters) likely 
constitute a significant portion of ringed seal behavior within the shore-fast sea ice 
environment (Smith and Stirling 1975; Stirling 1977; Smith 1980; Smith and Hammill 
1981; Smith et al. 1991; Kelly 1996a). During the breeding season, rutting males may 
defend underwater territories or access to breathing holes used by females (Stirling 1973; 
Smith and Hammill 1981; Hammill and Smith 1991; Kelly and Wartzok 1996). During 
the pupping season, lactating females apparently divide their time between foraging and 
caring for their pup, including moving their pup from one lair to another to avoid 
predators (Smith and Stirling 1975; Smith 1987; Hammill et al. 1991; Smith et al. 1991; 
Lydersen and Hammill 1993; Kelly and Wartzok 1996). Rutting males and estrous 
females may also engage in courtship behaviors while diving during the breeding season 
(Smith 1987). In addition, ringed seals likely rest, explore, and travel during dives,
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behaviors commonly inferred for other marine mammals based on classification of time- 
depth profiles (Table 3.1). Ringed seal foraging may include strategies inferred for other 
marine mammals: benthic foraging, pelagic foraging, and sit-and-wait foraging (Table
3.1). We examine the usefulness of three-dimensional movement analyses for 
quantifying and distinguishing between these proposed behaviors.
We expect three-dimensional movement analyses to readily distinguish between 
dives involving distinct movement behaviors. For example, we expect to be able to 
distinguish between travel dives that involve directional movement between two 
locations and foraging dives that involve convoluted movement during local search or 
prey pursuit. We do not, however, expect to distinguish between behaviors that involve 
similar movements. For example, both territorial defense and foraging likely involve 
convoluted movements as the animal searches for or pursues other seals or prey.
Here, we consider convoluted movement to represent local search or pursuit of 
prey during active foraging, although some proportion of convoluted movements may be 
social in nature. We can not independently verify social or foraging interactions based on 
movement alone. We do, however, have evidence that tracked seals foraged during our 
study. Of the four seals we recaptured, three exhibited mass gains over periods ranging 
from 10 to 31 days, and scat samples from the other were full of amphipod exoskeletons 
(Kelly and Wartzok 1996; unpublished data). Previous collections of stomach contents 
and scat samples also indicated that seals in our study area foraged during spring (Welch 
et al. 1992; Kelly and Wartzok 1996; unpublished data).
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Marine mammal foraging behavior has been inferred from time spent at depth 
(bottom phase) between descent and ascent phases of dives (e.g., Kooyman 1968; Hindell 
et al. 1991; Thompson et al. 1991; LeBoeuf et al. 1992; Martin and Smith 1992; Werner 
andCampagna 1995; Westgate etal. 1995; Gales and Mattlin 1997). Time-depth 
profiles, however, did not indicate whether movements during these bottom phases were 
consistent with foraging. We directly quantify convoluted behavior by calculating 
angular velocity, meander, and fractal dimension for each dive and evaluate the 
usefulness of each method for defining convoluted foraging dives.
Two types of foraging behavior were previously inferred based on recorded or 
presumed behavior at depth. Pelagic foraging was inferred for dives during which 
animals performed repeated vertical excursions at depth (e.g., Hindell et al. 1991; 
Bengtson and Stewart 1992; LeBoeuf et al. 1992; Schreer and Testa 1996; Bengtson and 
Stewart 1997). Benthic foraging was often inferred for “flat-bottomed” dives during 
which much of the dive time was spent at, or near, one depth (e.g., Kooyman 1968; 
Hindell et al. 1991; LeBoeuf et al. 1992; Martin and Smith 1992; Werner and Campagna 
1995; Westgate et al. 1995; Gales and Mattlin 1997). Whether dives of these two types 
actually were pelagic or benthic was unclear, however, because dive depths were rarely 
linked to bathymetry at the dive locations. We classify dives as either vertically or 
horizontally convoluted foraging, based on the primary orientation of presumed foraging 
movement (vertical for “pelagic foraging” and horizontal for “benthic foraging”). We 
distinguish between vertically and horizontally convoluted foraging dives based on the 
vertical and horizontal angular velocities of movement during the dives.
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During sit-and-wait foraging an animal spends much of its time in one location, 
waiting for prey to pass within pursuit distance (Pianka 1966; Schoener 1971). Sit-and- 
wait foraging has been suggested for flat-bottomed dives, although swim speed data were 
required to determine if animals moved during the bottom phase (LeBoeuf et al. 1993; 
Thompson and Fedak 1993; Martin et al. 1998; Lesage et al. 1999). Elsewhere, we 
found that ringed seals occasionally stopped at one location during a dive (or slowed 
considerably), and we termed these occasions “slow passages” (> 7 seconds within a 
3x3x3 m volume; Simpkins et al. in prep a). Here, we define sit-and-wait dives based 
upon the proportion of dive time spent in slow passages.
Travel behavior (moving from one horizontal location to another) has often been 
inferred for dives which lack a bottom phase, i.e., dives that have V-shaped time-depth 
profiles indicating that animals descended to some maximal depth and then immediately 
began their ascent back to the surface (Bengtson and Stewart 1992; LeBoeuf et al. 1992; 
Thompson and Fedak 1993; Martin et al. 1998; Otani et al. 1998). Time-depth data, 
however, lack information on horizontal movement, thus travel behavior can not be 
confirmed without auxiliary information. We classify travel dives based on the 
directionality of horizontal movement during dives.
During exploration, an animal efficiently searches a large volume, and exploration 
has been suggested for dives with a variety of time-depth profiles (Schreer et al. 1998). 
Convoluted paths tend to focus search effort to small regions, resulting in inefficient 
exploration of large regions (Bell 1990), and we expect exploration dives to have simple 
paths in contrast to convoluted foraging dives.
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Resting animals must minimize their dive effort (i.e., energy expended during a 
dive) to allow for sleep or the redirection of energy to metabolic processes (Thompson et 
al. 1991; LeBoeuf et al. 1992; Crocker et al. 1997). Resting was originally inferred for 
dives during which animals apparently stopped actively swimming and slowly sank (or 
floated depending on buoyancy) for a portion of the dive (Hindell et al. 1991). 
Subsequently, rest dives were defined by low swim speeds using data from swim speed 
recorders (LeBoeuf et al. 1992; Crocker et al. 1994; Crocker et al. 1997; Webb et al.
1998; Hindell et al. 1999). We calculate swim speed as distance moved per unit time and 
define rest dives based upon a seal’s swim speed. We also evaluate the usefulness of 
mean acceleration between moves as a measure of dive effort and resting behavior, 
because calculated swim speeds may represent seals drifting with currents rather than 
actively swimming.
We expect to be able to distinguish between rest, travel, exploration, horizontally 
convoluted foraging, vertically convoluted foraging, and sit-and-wait foraging dives 
based on swim speed, acceleration, horizontal directionality, angular velocities, meander, 
fractal dimension, and/or time spent in slow passages. We have no basis to set a priori 
limits on acceptable values of three-dimensional variables. We can, however, make 
several predictions. Rest dives should have lower swim speed and/or acceleration than 
other dives. Travel dives should have higher horizontal directionality than other dives. 
Exploration and convoluted foraging dives should lie at opposite ends of the convoluted 
spectrum (low and high respectively) as quantified by angular velocity, meander, or 
fractal dimension. Vertically and horizontally convoluted foraging dives should have
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higher vertical and horizontal angular velocities, respectively, than other dives. Sit-and- 
wait foraging dives should have higher proportions of time spent within slow passages 
than other dives.
METHODS
Data collection and processing
We used the same database for classifying ringed seal dives as we used elsewhere 
for definition of movement types within dives (Simpkins et al. in prep c). We recorded 
the three-dimensional movements of 13 ringed seals during the spring breeding season in 
1990,1991,1992, 1996 and 1997 in the Canadian Arctic near Resolute Bay, Nunavut 
(74° 35’ N, 95° T  W; Kelly 1996a; Kelly and Wartzok 1996). We captured seals at 
breathing holes in shore-fast sea ice using nets (Kelly 1996b) and tracked their 
movements under the ice by way of ultra-sonic transmitters (Vemco Ltd., Armdale, Nova 
Scotia, Canada) attached to their hair (Wartzok et al. 1992b).
We compiled and filtered the data for each seal, removing erroneous locations 
which would have required swim speeds in excess of 6 m/s (greater than the maximal 
speed of harbor seals; Williams and Kooyman 1985). Shallow locations often were 
inaccurate, primarily as a result of acoustic reflection off of ice keels. We defined dives 
as movements to depths greater than 5 m with at least 10 data points. Some recorded 
dives were incomplete and did not include all phases of the dive. We included dives in 
this analysis only if the recorded portions of dive phases were greater than 7 seconds.
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Division of dive paths into discrete moves
Analysis of movement paths required the division of each path into discrete, 
linear segments. Continuous paths could either be divided into time-steps of equal 
duration (e.g., Kareiva and Shigesada 1983), or divided into moves by combining a series 
of recorded movements in the same direction into a single move (Turchin et al. 1991). 
We chose to split dives into discrete moves, because we preferred to define path 
segments using the animals’ behavior rather than an arbitrary time step. We defined 
moves as a series of locations which clustered around a line segment connecting the first 
and last locations in the move. An iterative procedure grouped sequential locations into 
moves, if, and only if, the locations were within a radius of three meters from the line 
segment connecting the first and last locations in the sequence (Figure 3.1; Turchin et al. 
1991). Thus, each move represented continuous movement in one direction, namely the 
direction of the line segment. The iterative procedure defined a new move each time an 
animal changed the direction of its movement enough to move three meters “off course,” 
i.e., away from the move line segment. Using this method, we effectively split dive paths 
into a series of connected cylinders of radius r  (Figure 3.1).
The radius, r, used to define moves (3 m) was the smallest radius for which the 
number of moves defined was not constrained by the number of data points recorded 
(Turchin et al. 1991). We used r values of 0.5,1, 2 ,3 ,4 , and 5 meters to split 511 
randomly chosen dives (10% subsample of all dives) into moves. At r  values less than 
three meters, the number of moves defined was linearly related to the number of data
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points, such that each sequential pair or triplet of data points resulted in a new move. 
These low r values probably defined moves based on noise in the data in addition to 
behavior, because the error in our location data was ± 1 m (maximal error ± 2 m;
Wartzok et al. 1992a). In contrast, at r values of three, four, and five meters, moves were 
not related to the number of data points, suggesting that moves were defined based on 
behavior, not noise. We chose the smallest radius which compensated for noise in the 
location data (3 m), because we were interested in characterizing ringed seal movements 
at the finest scale possible.
We examined our data to determine if sampling rate affected our definition of 
moves. We found a linear relationship between the number of moves and data points 
(regardless of r), in dives with fewer than 15 location data points per minute. Dives with 
fewer than 15 points/minute were undersampled, and more moves would probably have 
been defined if the dive had been sampled at a higher rate. We used only dives with 15 
or more points/minute in this analysis. Eight seals were tracked using transmitters which 
emitted pulses every 1 -1 .5  seconds (a sufficiently rapid sampling rate). Only five seals 
had more than ten dives with 15 or more points/minute after data processing (410 dives, 
Table 3.2).
Quantification of divine behaviors
We converted three-dimensional move data (start and end points of moves 
defined by rectangular (x, y, z) coordinates) to spherical coordinates for analysis purposes 
(Figure 3.2, modified from Batschelet 1981). We described each movement along a path
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in spherical coordinates as a move length (m) in a direction defined by the horizontal 
angle in the X-Y plane (0, counter-clockwise angle from the positive X-axis) and the 
vertical angle up from the Z-axis (6). The Z-axis, in our coordinate system, was positive 
in the downward direction (Figure 3.2). Note that 0 was constrained between 0° (vertical 
descent) and 180° (vertical ascent), while 0 could range from 0° to 360° (or-180° to 
180°).
For each dive, we calculated angular velocities (horizontal, vertical, and three­
dimensional), mean dive speed, horizontal directionality, and proportion of time spent in 
slow passages (Box 3.1). We quantified convoluted behavior in terms of turning 
behavior as measured by angular velocities. Based on these measures of convoluted 
behavior, we distinguished between presumed foraging dives with vertically and/or 
horizontally convoluted dive paths and exploration dives with simple dive paths.
We quantified sit-and-wait foraging by the proportion of dive time spent in slow 
passages. Slow passages were periods of time when an animal was stationary in the 
water column (> 7 seconds within a 3x3x3 meter volume), and we considered slow 
passages to be moves with no length for analysis purposes. We determined the 
proportion of dive time spent in slow passages by dividing the total duration of all slow 
passages during a dive by the total dive time (Box 3.1). Resting was also related to seals 
slowing down, but we quantified rest dives in terms of mean dive speeds.
We measured travel behavior in terms of horizontal directionality. We calculated 
horizontal directionality for each dive as the mean vector of 0 (Box 3.1), which was a 
measure directly related to the standard deviation of 0 using circular statistics (Batschelet
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1981). Horizontal directionality, measured in this fashion, could range from 1, when all 
angles in the sample were identical, to 0, when the angles were uniformly distributed over 
360°.
In addition to the analyses described above, we calculated mean acceleration 
between moves for each dive and evaluated it as an alternative to mean speed as a 
measure of dive effort (Box 3.1), We also calculated meander and fractal dimension for 
each dive and considered them as alternative measures of convoluted behavior. We 
calculated meander as three-dimensional angular velocity divided by mean dive speed 
(Box 3.1). Before using meander to quantify convoluted behavior, we tested for 
correlation between angular velocity and speed which could bias meander values. We 
considered correlation between these two variables to be likely, because both angular 
velocity and speed often increase during foraging behavior and decrease during travel 
behavior (Bell 1990).
We also evaluated the usefulness of calculating dive fractal dimensions for 
measuring convoluted behavior. The fractal dimension of a path represents the effective 
dimension of the path shape (Mandelbrot 1983; Feder 1988; Sugihara and May 1990; 
Hastings and Sugihara 1993). For example, a straight line path is dimension 1, Brownian 
motion in a plane is dimension 2, and Brownian motion in three-dimensional space is 
dimension 3. We expected dive paths to have fractal dimensions between 1 and 3.
We estimated the fractal dimension of dives using the cluster method (Hastings 
and Sugihara 1993), which is the most appropriate method for a series of points in three­
dimensional space like our data. Estimations of fractal dimension using the box method
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and dividers (or compass) method are more appropriate for data from continuously 
tracked paths (Hastings and Sugihara 1993), although the dividers method has been most 
commonly used in the study of movement behavior (following Dicke and Burrough 
1988). In general, fractal analysis methods estimate the fractal dimension by calculating 
the slope of a log/log plot between some measure of a shape and the scale of that measure 
(Feder 1988; Sugihara and May 1990; Hastings and Sugihara 1993). For example, the 
cluster method calculates the fractal dimension as the slope of the log/log plot of pairs of 
points within radius R of each other vs. R (Figure 3.3). To be consistent with the rest of 
our analyses, we used dive paths consisting of the start and end points of the moves 
defined earlier. We interpolated locations along move line-segments for each second of 
dives to remove the effect of move duration on the fractal analysis and to match the 
maximal precision of our location data. Note that we simplified the dive plots in Figure 
3.3 and only showed the start and end points of each move to allow for easier viewing.
In order for calculated fractal dimensions to be valid, they must be constant over a 
biologically meaningful range of scales. In other words, the fractal dimension must be a 
scale-independent parameter. Paths which have scale-independent fractal dimensions are 
termed “self-similar”, meaning that the complexity (or effective dimension) of the path is 
constant between measurement scales. In other words, a self-similar path will appear 
equally convoluted regardless of the magnification, or scale, at which it is viewed. Here, 
we tested the assumption of dive path self-similarity by testing for significant curvature 
in log-log plots (Turchin 1996; Figure 3.3B). We also calculated fractal dimensions for 
a one order of magnitude range in radius values (S - SO meters) and only reported fractal
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dimensions for cases in which the linear model fit with r2 > 0.99 (Figure 3.3A), following 
Coughlin et al. (1992). We did not use radius values < 5, because the empty space 
between interpolated points affected the analysis (6 meters maximal distance between 
sequential points).
Empirical definition of dive behaviors
We defined dive behaviors in terms of three-dimensional movement variables 
(Box 3.1) based on inspection of dive plots or histograms of each movement variable.
We recognized dives with vertically and/or horizontally convoluted dive paths, dives with 
simple dive paths, and dives involving horizontally directional travel by visual inspection 
of dive plots. Dives with convoluted paths tended to focus many moves into small 
regions, consistent with local search and pursuit behaviors during foraging (Figure 3.4A). 
Horizontally convoluted dives showed most turning behavior occurring in the horizontal 
(X-Y) dimensions (Figure 3.4A), and vertically convoluted dives showed repeated 
vertical excursions at depth (e.g., Hindell et al. 1991; Bengtson and Stewart 1992; 
LeBoeuf et al. 1992; Schreer and Testa 1996; Bengtson and Stewart 1997). Plots 
showing nearly linear horizontal movement, with no evidence of convoluted movement, 
were taken to represent travel (Figure 3.4B). We visually recognized exploration dive 
plots by the absence of convoluted movement, but we did not require exploration dives to 
be directional like travel dives (Figure 3.4C).
We defined convoluted, travel, and exploration behaviors by setting limits on 
either angular velocity or horizontal directionality values. We set these limits
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conservatively, to ensure that behaviors assigned to any dive could be corroborated by 
visual inspection of the dive plot. Some values were inconclusive in defining behaviors, 
therefore, we did not classify dives with those values. For example, we calculated 
angular velocities between 10 and 15 °/s for dives with highly convoluted movement 
(presumed foraging dives), dives without convoluted movement (exploration dives), and 
dives with intermediate movement for which no behavior could be recognized visually. 
Since angular velocities between 10 and 15 °/s were inconclusive in defining behavior, 
we did not classify dives with those angular velocities.
We could not recognize rest and sit-and-wait behaviors by visual inspection of 
dive plots. We quantified these two behaviors by mean dive speed and proportion of time 
spent in slow passages, which did not necessarily affect the appearance of the dive plot. 
We plotted histograms of mean dive speed and proportion of dive time spent in slow 
passages for all dives and looked for evidence of a distinct class of dives with low speed 
(rest dives) or high proportion of time in slow passages (sit-and-wait dives). Specifically, 
we inspected each histogram for evidence of a bimodal distribution (i.e., a mixture of 
distributions; Everitt and Hand 1981; McLachlan and Basford 1988). If we found a 
bimodal distribution, we determined the point at which the two component distributions 
intersected and used this value as the limit for distinguishing between the related 
behaviors.
We calculated all movement variables for each dive and classified dives based on 
the quantitative definitions of each behavior. Behavioral definitions were not exclusive, 
and multiple behaviors could be defined for one dive. We described the three­
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dimensional characteristics of each defined behavior in terms of the ranges of all 
movement values calculated for the behavior. We also compared our classification of 
dive behaviors to previous time-depth profile classifications by comparing the 
distribution of dive behaviors among dives with two distinct time-depth profiles (V- 
shaped and U-shaped dives).
RESULTS
Ringed seals did exhibit horizontally convoluted, travel, and exploration dives as 
expected, but did not exhibit vertically convoluted, rest, or sit-and-wait foraging dives. 
We grouped data from ail seals together, because few dives had the very detailed data 
required for our analysis (Table 3.2). Based on our inspection of dive plots and 
movement variable histograms, we defined convoluted (presumed foraging) dives as 
dives with three-dimensional angular velocities > IS °/s, travel dives as dives with 
horizontal directionalities > 0.6, and exploration dives as dives with three-dimensional 
angular velocities < 10 °/s (Table 3.3). Horizontal angular velocity was always high 
when three-dimensional angular velocity was high (Spearman rank correlation = 0.93, 
p = 0.0001), hence all convoluted dives fit our definition of horizontally convoluted 
dives. Although horizontally convoluted dives were consistent with the foraging style 
previously termed “benthic” (e.g., Kooyman 1968; Hindell et al. 1991; LeBoeuf et al. 
1992; Martin and Smith 1992; Wemer and Campagna 1995; Westgate et al. 1995; Gales 
and Mattlin 1997), these dives occurred at all depths in the water column (5 - 169
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meters). Previous inferences of pelagic foraging were associated with repeated vertical 
excursions at depth, i.e., vertically convoluted movements (e.g., Hindell et al. 1991; 
Bengtson and Stewart 1992; LeBoeuf et al. 1992; Schreer and Testa 1996; Bengtson and 
Stewart 1997). Consistently low vertical angular velocities for all ringed seal dives 
suggested that movements were only convoluted in the horizontal dimensions and that 
vertically convoluted movements were not common (95% of all vertical angular 
velocities < 5 °/s).
We found no evidence for a distinct class of rest or sit-and-wait dives. During 
rest dives, we expected seals to minimize their dive effort by moving slowly and/or 
avoiding rapid acceleration, but unimodal histograms of mean speed and acceleration 
indicated no distinct class of low-effort dives (Figures 3.5A and 3.5B). During sit-and- 
wait dives, we expected seals to spend a large proportion of the dive time in slow 
passages, but the histogram of proportion of dive time spent in slow passages was also 
unimodal (Figure 3.5C), indicating that no distinct class of sit-and-wait dives was 
present.
Travel, exploration, and convoluted dives involved distinct types of movement 
based on three-dimensional analysis of ringed seal dives (Table 3.4). Convoluted dives 
involved movements with lower horizontal directionality, higher mean speed, higher 
mean acceleration, higher angular velocity (horizontal, vertical, and three-dimensional), 
and higher meander than travel or exploration behavior (Table 3.4). Travel and 
exploration dives were similar to each other, but travel dives were shallower and involved
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movements with higher horizontal directionality than movements in exploration dives 
(Table 3.4).
Convoluted dives were the most common dive observed for ringed seals, and 
travel dives were the least common (Table 3.5). We observed each dive behavior with 
similar frequency for dives with only descent and ascent phases and dives with bottom 
phases (Table 3.5). Often, travel dives were also classified as exploration dives, but 
convoluted dives were rarely classified as exhibiting any other behavior (Table 3.6).
Two three-dimensional movement variables, meander and fractal dimension 
proved to be inappropriate for use in quantifying ringed seal diving behaviors. Meander 
values were likely biased, because meander was the quotient of two variables which were 
correlated, three-dimensional angular velocity and mean speed (Spearman rank 
correlation = 0.56, p = 0.0001). We found fractal dimensions to be scale-dependent for 
ringed seal dives, whereas fractal dimension estimation assumed scale-independence.
Scale-dependent fractal dimensions were indicated by the significant negative 
curvature found in fractal analysis plots for 332 of 410 dives (e.g., Figure 3.3B). 
Significant positive curvature was found in fractal analysis plots for only 45 dives. A 
group of dives with scale-independent fractal dimensions should have an equal number of 
positively and negatively curved fractal analysis plots (Turchin 1996). The abundance of 
negatively curved fractal analysis plots for ringed seal dives resulted from each curve 
approaching an asymptote at the radius R which equaled the greatest distance between a 
pair of points within the dive analyzed. At the asymptotic radius, all points were within 
R of each other. Increasing the radius beyond this asymptote resulted in no concomitant
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increase in pairs of points within radius R of each other, since all pairs had already been 
included. The plots in Figure 3.3 show the affect of dive size on fractal analysis plot 
curvature. Note that the larger dive (Figure 3.3A) had no significant curvature in its 
fractal analysis plot, while the smaller dive (Figure 3.3B) had negative curvature in its 
fractal analysis plot. In many cases the curvature exhibited in fractal analysis plots was 
slight, and 266 dives showed a strongly linear relationship ( r  > 0.99) in the log/log plot 
of points within radius R of each other vs. R (Figure 3.3A). The fractal dimensions 
calculated from these strongly linear regressions ranged from 0.S 1 to 1.67. Fractal 
dimensions less than 1 indicated that the line was fit near the asymptote of curvature (the 
slope and dimension were 0 at the asymptote).
DISCUSSION
The three-dimensional movements of five freely diving ringed seals were 
analyzed for evidence of travel, exploration, rest, horizontally convoluted foraging, 
vertically convoluted foraging, and sit-and-wait foraging. Horizontally convoluted, 
travel, and exploration dives were observed, but rest, vertically convoluted, and sit-and- 
wait foraging dives were not observed. Although foraging could not be independently 
verified for individual dives, ringed seals engaged in convoluted movements consistent 
with active foraging during more than 1/3 of dives, and we suggest that these dives 
represented convoluted foraging (Table 3.5). If we consider that some exploration dives 
represented unsuccessful search for prey, then the seals may have attempted to forage
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during more than 1/2 of all dives. The seals rarely dove for the sole purpose of traveling 
from one horizontal location (i.e., breathing hole) to another (< 10% of dives). Some 
dives, especially those of HO90 (a rutting male), likely included social behaviors such as 
patrolling territories or agonistic interactions during territorial defense. In our analysis, 
patrolling could not be distinguished from exploration, and agonistic interactions might 
involve convoluted movements indistinguishable from convoluted foraging.
Convoluted dives, regardless of their social or foraging functions, were most 
clearly distinct from all other dives (Table 3.2). Convoluted dives involved higher speed, 
acceleration, and angular velocities than other dives (Table 3.4). These high values 
suggested that convoluted dives represented active search, and/or pursuit of prey (or other 
seals during social interactions), and indicated that these dives were more energetically 
expensive than other dives. Convoluted dives appeared to exclusively involve horizontal 
turns, consistent with seals foraging along the benthos. Horizontally convoluted dives, 
however, occurred at all depths and were not limited to dives that reached the benthos 
(Table 3.4). Also, our analysis of three-dimensional movements within ringed seal dives 
indicated that horizontally convoluted movements were not limited to the bottom phase 
of dives, rather these movements occurred during all phases of dives (Simpkins et al. in 
prep c). The slow changes in vertical bearing throughout convoluted dives (low vertical 
angular velocity; Table 3.4) suggested that these dives involved stalking of prey without 
prolonged pursuit. We would have expected prolonged pursuit to involve rapid changes 
in both the horizontal and vertical bearing of a seal chasing prey which could flee in any
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three-dimensional direction. Limited prey pursuit following stalking behavior has 
recently been observed in Weddell seals (Davis et al. 1999).
Vertical excursions at depth (i.e., rapid changes in vertical bearing) were not 
observed in ringed seal dives but have been observed in dives of other pinnipeds (Table
3.1). The vertical excursions have been hypothesized to represent pursuit of individual 
pelagic prey or plunging through a patch of pelagic prey (e.g., Hindell et al. 1991; 
Bengtson and Stewart 1992; LeBoeuf et al. 1992). The vertical movements may also be 
designed to reduce predator avoidance responses by approaching prey from below and 
behind where it is most difficult for the prey to detect the predator’s approach (Bengtson 
and Stewart 1992). Ringed seal dives were very constrained in the vertical dimension, as 
evidenced by the very low vertical angular velocities (Table 3.4). The lack of repeated 
vertical excursions during dives suggests that ringed seals rarely pursue prey vertically, 
neither plunging through prey patches nor positioning themselves to reduce prey 
perception. In addition, the lack of change in vertical bearings throughout ringed seal 
dives is consistent with the use of burst-and-glide swimming during descent and ascent. 
Elephant seals, Weddell seals, bottlenose dolphins, and blue whales glide during portions 
of some dives, once an appropriate speed has been achieved by a burst of initial 
swimming effort (Webb et al. 1998; Skrovan et al. 1999; Williams et al. 2000). Gliding 
duration appears to be enhanced by changes in the buoyancy of diving animals with depth 
(Webb et al. 1998; Skrovan et al. 1999). The energy saved through burst-and-glide 
swimming can extend the aerobic dive limit of diving animals (Williams et al. 1999; 
Williams et al. 2000). We suggest that ringed seals may utilize burst-and-glide
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swimming, resulting in fairly constant vertical bearing during descent and ascent, and 
focus their swimming effort on horizontal movements.
Although a distinct class of dives dedicated to sit-and-wait foraging behavior was 
not found in the 410 ringed seal dives examined here (Figure 3.5C), some evidence 
indicates that ringed seals do remain stationary in the water column on rare occasions. 
Elsewhere, we examined 4027 dives of 13 ringed seals for evidence of slow passages, 
and found that slow passages occurred more frequently than expected due to chance in 
634 dives (16% of dives; Simpkins et al. in prep a). We also found that slow passages 
were occasionally very long, indicating that seals were stationary in the water column 
(243 slow passages > 30 seconds, maximum = 248 seconds). Stationary seals could have 
been swimming against a current or drifting with no current.
Travel dives were, by definition (Table 3.3), more directional than other dives and 
were also shallower than convoluted or exploration dives (Table 3.4). Shallow travel 
dives by ringed seals were quite different from the deep travel dives observed in some 
other seal species. Traveling elephant seals apparently dive to the sea floor during each 
dive as they cross the continental shelf (e.g., LeBoeuf et al. 1988; Hindell et al. 1991), 
and some grey seals also dive to the sea floor as they travel between foraging sites 
(Thompson et al. 1991).
During our study, travel dives of ringed seals likely related to breathing hole 
maintenance. Breathing holes must be regularly maintained by ringed seals or else they 
will re-freeze, blocking the seals’ access to air. Seals should maximize the time they can 
spend enlarging or opening a hole by maximizing the amount of stored oxygen available
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to them upon arrival at the hole. Ringed seal travel dives may be constrained to shallow 
depths in order to minimize the distance traveled between holes, allowing for more time 
(oxygen) for hole-maintenance.
Exploration dives included the majority of travel dives (Table 3.6), as well as 
dives which were not directional (Table 3.4). Although travel dives may have been used 
for breathing hole maintenance, the possibility that travel dives also served an 
exploratory function could not be discounted. Exploration dives may represent seals 
searching for novel breathing holes, prey, or other seals (e.g., for breeding or territorial 
purposes). Exploration for other seals was most likely restricted to shallow exploration 
dives, because other seals were most easily found at, or near, breathing holes which were 
limited in number and fixed in space (Kelly and Wartzok 1996). In contrast, exploration 
for prey may have occurred at any depth, if we assume that the distribution of convoluted 
dive depths represented the distribution of prey (Table 3.4). Exploration for breathing 
holes has been studied experimentally in ringed and Weddell seals, and the seals 
apparently perceived areas with thin snow or ice cover (e.g., breathing holes and re­
frozen cracks) as “bright spots” from below the ice (Wartzok et al. 1992a). We expect 
exploration for breathing holes to have occurred at some optimal depth, which was deep 
enough to allow multiple breathing holes to be seen (ice keels limit the range of sight at 
shallow depths), yet shallow enough that breathing holes were still “bright” enough to see 
(i.e., the depth of adequate light transmission). Although the freely-diving ringed seals 
we tracked generally used a fixed set of breathing holes which they actively maintained, 
we did capture several seals at holes which we cut through the sea ice, indicating that
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seals did find and use novel holes. We could not determine, however, whether seals 
actively searched for novel holes or encountered the holes coincidentally.
Rest dives were not observed in ringed seal dives. Ringed seals often spend long 
periods between dives either resting in subnivean lairs or floating at the surface in 
breathing holes (Kelly and Quakenbush 1990; Kelly 1996a). In contrast, elephant seals, 
for which rest dives were first hypothesized (Hindell et al. 1991; LeBoeuf et at. 1992), 
often dive continuously for prolonged periods without spending more than a few minutes 
at the surface between successive dives (LeBoeuf et at. 1988: Hindell et al. 1992).
Ringed seals may stop swimming briefly during slow passages, but slow passages occur 
infrequently and sporadically during dives (Simpkins et at. in prep a). Sporadic slow 
passages may represent highly localized search or occasional active ambush or drift 
predation events, but are not consistent with the prolonged lack of swimming effort 
expected during rest dives.
The full suite of convoluted (presumed foraging), travel, and exploration dives 
were observed with similar frequency for both V-shaped and U-shaped dives (X2 = 0.74, 
p > 0.65; Table 3.5). The lack of behavioral differences between V-shaped and U-shaped 
dives, which have very distinct time-depth profiles, suggests that time-depth profiles are 
not a reliable means of classifying dive behaviors for ringed seals. Classification of dive 
behaviors by time-depth profiles has also been found to be unreliable for harbor and 
Weddell seals (Lesage et at. 1999; Harcourt et at. 2000). We suggest that time-depth 
data do not contain enough behavioral information to justify their use in classifying dives 
by function. Time-depth data lack information on horizontal movement which is
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essential for inferring behaviors, especially for ringed seals whose movements are most 
varied in the horizontal dimensions.
The three-dimensional movement variables we calculated proved to be useful in 
classifying and quantifying diving behavior for ringed seals except for the meander and 
fractal dimension variables. Meander was a promising variable because it included speed 
and angular velocity, both important characteristics of dive behaviors (Table 3.4). The 
correlation between speed and angular velocity (Spearman rank correlation = 0.56, p = 
0.0001), however, made the use of meander as a defining variable suspect. If changes in 
angular velocity values between behaviors were matched by similar changes in speed 
values, then the ratio of angular velocity to speed (i.e., meander; Box 3.1) would not 
change between behaviors. Differences in meander between dive behaviors did, 
however, follow the trends present in speed and angular velocity between behaviors 
(Table 3.4). Meander values apparently tracked angular velocity values, because angular 
velocity changed more dramatically between behaviors than did speed.
Fractal dimension was also not useful for quantifying ringed seal diving 
behaviors. Fractal dimensions have been calculated recently in several studies of two­
dimensional movement behavior (Dicke and Burrough 1988; Turchin 1998), as well as 
one study of three-dimensional movement behavior (Coughlin et al. 1992). We found 
that ringed seal dive paths were not self-similar over the range for which we calculated 
fractal dimension. Calculated fractal dimensions appeared to be a result of the size of the 
dive path, rather than the dive’s complexity. When fractal dimensions are calculated for 
scales which are greater than the size of an object or path, the fractal dimensions
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approach 0. The fractal analysis scale of 5 -  50 meters approached the size of ringed seal 
dives and resulted in low fractal dimensions, because the fractal analysis log/log plots 
curved as they approached the asymptote at which fractal dimension was 0 (e.g., Figure 
3.3B). Fractal dimension values for ringed seal dives were often less than 1, clearly 
indicating that fractal analysis was not appropriate for those dives. Fractal analysis may 
prove useful if used to estimate the fractal dimensions of larger dives. Alternatively, 
fractal dimension could be estimated over smaller scales (e.g., 1 -1 0  meters), which 
would require more detailed location data than we collected.
The definition of dive behaviors using three-dimensional analysis techniques 
allowed us to quantitatively distinguish between dives involving different types of 
movements. In contrast, previous classification of dive types has generally involved 
multivariate techniques which make the relationship between animal movements and 
definition of behavior more abstract (Schreer etal. 1998).
We suggest that future studies of dive behavior should focus on testing 
quantifiable hypotheses about diving behavior and developing methods of quantifying 
relevant behaviors. Here, we have demonstrated several methods of quantifying 
movement behavior using three-dimensional data. Swim speed analysis appears 
promising as an alternate approach to quantifying behaviors and testing behavioral 
hypotheses (Crocker etal. 1994; Crocker etal. 1997; Lesage etal. 1999). At present, 
swim speed data are more readily obtained than three-dimensional data.
It is our hope that the methods described here will be used and improved upon in 
other studies of the three-dimensional diving behavior o f marine mammals. In this study,
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we found that a data acquisition rate of greater than 15 locations/minute was necessary to 
describe the behavior of ringed seals within dives. Animals that move more quickly or 
follow more complex paths will require a faster data acquisition rate. We recommend 
dividing dives into distinct moves, which are defined by an animal’s movements, rather 
than subsampling a dive into discrete time-steps. When splitting a dive path into “move 
cylinders” as we did, it is important to choose a radius for the move cylinders which is 
large enough to incorporate noise in the location data within the definition of moves. In 
this study, we found that 3 meters was the best radius for splitting ringed seal dives into 
moves. This was the smallest radius for which the number of moves defined was not 
constrained by the number of data points recorded, probably because the maximal error in 
our data was on the order of ± 2 meters. Reducing the error in the location data would 
likely allow the move cylinder radius to be reduced as well.
Three-dimensional movement data allowed us to more fully describe the diving 
behavior of ringed seals. We were able to quantitatively classify dive behaviors based on 
the three-dimensional movements of ringed seals. The methods described here can be 
extended to testing behavioral hypotheses when information about environmental or 
physiological constraints is available. For example, prey distribution data could be used 
in conjunction with three-dimensional data to test hypotheses about optimal search or 
pursuit tactics with regard to speed and angular velocity. These methods can also be 
extended to searching dive paths for evidence of changes in behavioral states within 
individual dives. We have conducted such an analysis elsewhere and have found
57
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evidence of switching between directional and convoluted movements within dives by 
ringed seals (Simpkins et al. in prep c).
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Table 3.1: Dive classification studies of marine mammals by species, and behaviors inferred for dive types.
Reference Species Inferred dive behaviors
Rest Explore Travel Forage Benthic Pelagic Sit & wait
Kooyman (1968) Weddell seal X X
Schreer and Testa (1996) Weddell seal X X X X X
Bums et of (1997) Weddell seal X X X X X X
Schreer et al. (1998) Weddell seal,
S. elephant seal
X X X X
LeBoeuf et al. (1988) N. elephant seal X
LeBoeuf et al, (1992) N. elephant seal X X X X X
LeBoeuf et al, (1993) N. elephant seal X X X X X
Asaga et al. (1994) N. elephant seal X X X X
Crocker et al. (1994) N. elephant seal X X X X X
LeBoeuf et al. (19%) N. elephant seal X
Crocker el al, (1997) N. elephant seal X X X X X
Webb etal. (1998) N. elephant seal X
Hindell etal. (1991) S. elephant seal X X X X X
Slip et al. (1994) S. elephant seal X X X X X X
lonker and Bester (1994) S. elephant seal X X X X X
Campagna et al. (1995) S. elephant seal X X X X X
lonker and Bester (1998) S. elephant seal X X X X
Hindell etal. (1999) S. elephant seal X
Bengtson and Stewart (1992) Crabeater seal X X X X
Thompson and Fedak (1993) Grey seal X X X X
Lesage et al. (1999) Harbor seal X X X X
Werner and Campagna (1995) S. sea lion X X
Hindell and Pemberton (1997) Austr. fur seal X
Martin and Smith (1992) Beluga X
Martin et al. (1998) Beluga X X X X X X
Martin et al, (1994) Narwhal X
Otani et al. (1998) Harbor porpoise X X
I *VO
Table 3.2: Dives analyzed for each seal. Only the dives tallied for the seals listed 
below met the criteria necessary for inclusion in this detailed analysis. All dives below 
were to depths greater than S meters, consisted of at least 10 location data points 
collected at a rate of > 15 points/minute (after erroneous locations were removed), and 
included at least 7 seconds of data for each phase of the dive.
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Seal Age Sex Year of capture Dives
HO90 7 M 1990 14
HE91 7 F 1991 31
ME91 7 F 1991 233
SC96 1 M 1996 119
SP90 I F 1990 13
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Table 3.3: Empirical definitions of ringed seal dive behaviors. Dive behaviors were 
defined in terms of calculated three-dimensional movement variables (Box 3.1). All 
convoluted dives were horizontally convoluted dives. No evidence was found for 
vertically convoluted, rest, or sit-and-wait foraging dives.
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Dive behavior Empirical definition
Convoluted Three-dimensional angular velocity > 15°/s
Horizontally convoluted Same as convoluted
Vertically convoluted NA
Travel Horizontal directionality > 0.6
Exploration Three-dimensional angular velocity < 10°/s
Rest NA
Sit-and-wait foraging NA
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Table 3.4: Three-dimensional movement values by behavior: mean (interquartile 
range). All movement values differ significantly between behaviors (Kruskal-Wallis, p
0.005). Letters indicate significant differences in values between behaviors (a < b < c)
using a non-parametric multiple-comparison test for unequal sample sizes (Dunn 1964; 
Zar 1996).
Travel Exploration Convoluted
Horizontal angular velocity 7.94 a 8.42 a 20.88 b
(4.58,10.84) (6.68, 10.74) (18.51,23.04)
Vertical angular velocity 1.88 a 1.95 a 2.56 b
(0.895,2.58) (0.976,2.58) (1.39,3.15)
Three-dimensional angular 8.32 a 7.23 a 19.02 b
velocity (5.85,10.93) (6.03, 8.81) (16.74, 20.92)
Horizontal directionality 0.730 c 0.393 b 0.214 a
(0.657,0.785) (0.132,0.626) (0.061,0.346)
Meander 4.58 a 4.61 a 7.84 b
(3.01,5.70) (3.26, 5.15) (6.81,8.64)
Mean Speed 1.86 a 1.74 a 2.49 b
(1.49,2.24) (1.36, 2.04) (2.19, 2.81)
Mean Acceleration 0.176 a 0.148 a 0.329 b
(0.073,0.233) (0.078,0.213) (0.265,0.375)
Fractal Dimension 0.98 a 1.09 a 1.25 b
(0.96,1.02) (0.99,1.20) (1.15, 1.35)
Maximum Depth 16.84 a 50.43 b 64.35 b
(9,21) (14,81) (17,115)
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Table 3.5: Frequency of dive behaviors defined by three-dimensional analysis of 
ringed seal movements. The frequency of defined dive behaviors is contrasted between 
ail dives and two dive types commonly classified using time-depth profiles (V-shaped 
dives and U-shaped dives). The frequency of dive behaviors determined by three-
63
dimensional analysis do not differ between V-shaped and U-shaped dives deduced by 
time-depth profiles (X2 = 0.74, p > 0.65).
Diving Count (percent) of Count (percent) of Count (percent) of
behavior all dives V-shaped dives U-shaped dives
Travel 37 (9 %) 12(12%) 25 (8 %)
Exploration 81(20% ) 24 (25 %) 57(18% )
Convoluted 157 (38 %) 41 (42 %) 116(37%)
Undefined 166 (40 %) 30 (31 %) 136 (43 %)
All dives 410 dives 97 V-shaped dives 313 U-shaped dives
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Table 3.6: Dives for which two behaviors were defined. The total of dives for which 
each behavior was defined is contrasted with the numbers of dives for which two 
behaviors were defined. For example, 37 dives were defined as travel dives, and 23 of 
those dives were also defined as exploration dives.
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Total Travel Exploration Convoluted
Travel 37 -- 23 2
Exploration 81 23 -- 0
Convoluted 157 2 0 —
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Box 3.1: Three-dimensional movement variables calculated for each dive (Batschelet 
1981; Bell 1990; Turchin 1998).
Horizontal angular velocity = 2 (<fc+i -  <fc) / 2  (tj)
Vertical angular velocity = 2 (0j+i — 0j) / 2  (tj)
Three-dimensional angular velocity = 2  (cq) / 2  (tj)
Horizontal directionality = { [ (2 cos <fc)2 + (2 sin <fc)2 ]°5 } / n 
Meander = three-dimensional angular velocity / mean speed 
Mean speed = 2(m0 / 2  (tj)
Mean acceleration = 2  {abs [ (mj+i/tj+i) -  (mj/tj) ] / [ (tj + tj+i) 1 2 }}
Proportion of time spent in slow passages = 2  ( Sj) / 2  (tj)
where: (jn = counter-clockwise angle from the positive X-axis for move i, 0j = vertical 
angle up from the positive Z-axis for move i, ctj = three-dimensional turning angle 
between move i and move i+l, tj = duration of move i, n = number of moves, m; = length 
of move i, abs = absolute value, and Sj = duration of slow passage j (note that slow 
passages are considered moves, so j is a subset of i).
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6 6
Figure 3.1: Definition of moves and three-dimensional turning angle between moves 
for dive analysis. AB is defined as one move because all points along the dotted dive 
path between A and B are within r  (3 m) of the line segment AB. BC is defined as a 
move similarly. The three-dimensional turning angle between AB and BC is a .
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Figure 3.2: Spherical and rectangular coordinates in three-dimensional space.
Rectangular coordinates (x, y, z) are shown in italics, and spherical coordinates (m, <|>, 0) 
are shown in bold. Note that x, y, and z are lengths measured along the respective axes 
(X, Y, Z), and m is a length measured in the direction defined by § and 0 angles. For our 
analysis of diving behavior, the Z-axis was positive in the downward direction as shown.
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A) Convoluted dive by HE91: fractal dimension = 1.24
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Figure 33: Fractal analysis. Time-depth (left) and X-Y plots (middle) are shown with corresponding fractal analysis plots 
(right). Squares and triangles represent dive start and end, respectively. Dive fractal dimensions were estimated as the linear 
regression slopes shown on analysis plots. The fractal dimension could not be estimated for B, because the linear regression fit 
with r2 < 0.99. Also, the analysis plot of B had significant downward curvature (quadratic regression curve shown). ONOO
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A) Convoluted dive by ME91: ang. vel. = 19.2, hor. dir. = 0.039
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B) Travel dive by ME91: ang. vel. = 7.34, hor. dir. = 0.627
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C) Exploration dive by SC96: ang. vel. = 5.72, hor. dir. = 0.214
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Figure 3.4: Plots of different dive behaviors. Convoluted (A), travel (B), and 
exploration (C) dives are shown with their three-dimensional angular velocity and 
horizontal directionality values. Squares and triangles represent dive start and end, 
respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Quantification of resting and sit-and-wait behaviors. Resting was 
expected to involve low dive effort, which we quantified by mean speed and mean 
acceleration. A distinct class of rest dives (low dive effort = low speed or acceleration) 
was not found in the histograms of mean speed (A) and acceleration (B). Sit-and-wait 
behavior was quantified by proportion of time spent in slow passages. A distinct class of 
dives with large proportions was not found in histogram C.
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CHAPTER 4: THREE-DIMENSIONAL MOVEMENTS WITHIN INDIVIDUAL
DIVES BY RINGED SEALS1
‘Michael A. Simpkins, Brendan P. Kelly, Douglas Wartzok; prepared for submission to 
Canadian Journal of Zoology
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ABSTRACT
72
The three-dimensional movements within individual dives of five freely 
swimming ringed seals were analyzed. Dives were divided into a series of moves, each 
of which represented continuous movement in one direction. Several three-dimensional 
movement variables were evaluated to distinguish between types of movement within 
dives. Horizontal directionality proved to be the most useful variable, and convoluted 
and directional movements were distinguished by fitting a mixture of two normal 
distributions to the observed horizontal directionality values. Convoluted and directional 
movements occurred within each phase of most dives indicating that individual dives did 
not represent single behaviors. Descent and ascent phases were not simply travel 
behavior, nor were bottom phases equivalent to patch time, as has been assumed in 
optimal diving models. Most ringed seal dives appeared to consist of a series of patch 
times separated by travel times. Travel behavior accounted for the majority of dive 
times.
INTRODUCTION
Diving behavior of marine mammals can be studied at a variety of temporal and 
spatial scales. Boyd (1996) pointed out that Antarctic fur seals foraged at two scales 
distinguished by surface intervals between foraging dive bouts. Fine-scale foraging 
involved dive bouts separated by short surface intervals (< 5 min, 0.18 - 0.27 km
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maximal distance between dive bouts), while meso-scale foraging involved bouts 
separated by long surface intervals (>5 min, 1.3 -1.6 km maximal distance between dive 
bouts). We suggest that foraging and other behaviors of marine mammals also occur at 
smaller spatial and temporal scales within individual dives.
Behavior within dives could not be studied until recently, when the movements of 
diving animals were tracked in three dimensions (Wartzok et al. 1992a; Wartzok et al. 
1992b; Davis et al. 1999; Harcourt et al. 2000). Previous studies of diving behavior used 
time-depth recorders (TDRs) which only monitored the depth of an animal over time 
(e.g., Kooyman 1968; Gentry and Kooyman 1986; LeBoeuf et al. 1988; Boyd and 
Croxall 1996; Schreer and Kovacs 1997). Those data provided a simplified view of 
actual three-dimensional diving behavior and did not describe animal movements well 
enough to distinguish between behaviors within dives (Harcourt et al. 2000). We have 
found evidence of local search behavior within descent, ascent, and bottom (time spent at 
depth between descent and ascent) phases of dives (Simpkins et al. in prep a). Here, we 
analyze the three-dimensional movements of ringed seals and distinguish between 
convoluted and directional movements. We analyze the distribution of these two types of 
movement among and within dives and contrast the inferred behavior with current 
assumptions based on time-depth data.
In previous dive classification studies, unique behaviors were assigned to 
individual dives based on characteristics of the dives’ time-depth profiles (e.g., Kooyman 
1968; LeBoeuf et al. 1988; Hindell et al. 1991; Schreer et al. 1998). The resulting dive 
types were not supported by analysis of feeding events, (Lesage et al. 1999), three­
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dimensional dive profiles (Harcourt et al. 2000), and local search behavior (Simpkins et 
al. in prep a). Here, we test the hypothesis that marine mammals can exhibit multiple 
behaviors during one dive.
Optimal diving models have separated dives into three behavioral units which 
roughly corresponded to descent, bottom, and ascent phases (Kramer 1988; Wilson and 
Wilson 1988; Houston and Carbone 1992; Thompson et al. 1993; Boyd et al. 1995; 
Carbone and Houston 1996; Mori 1998a; Mori 1999). A diving predator was assumed to 
travel to a prey patch located at depth (descent phase), forage within that patch for some 
time (bottom phase), and then travel back to the surface (ascent phase). Here, we test the 
hypothesis that each dive phase represents a single behavior against the alternative that 
marine mammals can exhibit multiple behaviors within each phase.
We examine the three-dimensional movements of freely diving ringed seals for 
evidence of two distinct movement types within individual dives, convoluted movements 
and directional movements. We focus our three-dimensional analyses on variables 
related to the fundamental behavioral choices made for each move, e.g., the speed, 
direction, length, and duration of each move (Turchin et al. 1991). The two types of 
movement should show up as distinct modes in the distributions of these three­
dimensional movement variables.
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METHODS
Data collection and processing
We used the same database for classifying movements within dives as we used 
elsewhere for describing diving patterns for ringed seals (Kelly and Wartzok 1996). We 
recorded the three-dimensional movements of 13 ringed seals during the spring breeding 
season in 1990, 1991, 1992,1996 and 1997 in the Canadian Arctic near Resolute Bay, 
Nunavut (74° 35’ N, 95° 7’ W; Kelly 1996a; Kelly and Wartzok 1996). We captured 
seals at breathing holes in shore-fast sea ice using nets (Kelly 1996b) and tracked their 
movements under the ice by way of ultra-sonic transmitters (Vemco Ltd., Armdale, Nova 
Scotia, Canada) attached to their hair (Wartzok et al. 1992b). We filtered the tracking 
data to remove erroneous locations which would have required swim speeds in excess of 
6 m/s (greater than the maximal speed of harbor seals; Williams and Kooyman 1985). 
Shallow locations often were inaccurate, primarily as a result of acoustic reflection off ice 
keels, and we only analyzed dives to depths greater than 5 m with at least 10 data points. 
Some recorded dives were incomplete and did not include all phases of the dive. We 
included dives in this analysis only if the recorded portions of dive phases were greater 
than 7 seconds.
Definition of moves
We divided dives into functional units termed moves. We defined moves as a 
series of locations which clustered around a line segment connecting the first and last.
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locations in the move. An iterative procedure grouped sequential locations into moves, 
if, and only if, the locations were within a radius (r) of three meters from the line segment 
connecting the first and last locations in the sequence (Figure 4.1; Turchin et al. 1991). 
Thus, each move represented continuous movement in one direction, namely the 
direction of the line segment. The iterative procedure defined a new move each time an 
animal changed the direction of its movement enough to move three meters “off course,"
i.e., away from the move line segment.
The radius, r, used to define moves (3 m) was the smallest radius for which the 
number of moves defined was not constrained by the number of data points recorded 
(Turchin et al. 1991). We used r values of 0 .5 ,1,2, 3 ,4 , and 5 meters to split 511 
randomly chosen dives (10% subsample of all dives) into moves. At r values less than 
three meters, the number of moves defined was linearly related to the number of data 
points, such that each sequential pair or triplet of data points resulted in a new move. 
These low r values probably defined moves based on noise in the data in addition to 
behavior, because the error in our location data was ± 1 m (maximal error ± 2 m;
Wartzok et al. 1992a). In contrast, at r values of three, four, and five meters, moves were 
not related to the number of data points, suggesting that moves were defined based on 
behavior, not noise. We chose the smallest radius which compensated for noise in the 
location data (3 m), because we were interested in characterizing ringed seal movements 
at the finest scale possible.
We examined our data to determine if sampling rate affected our definition of 
moves. We found a linear relationship between the number of moves and data points
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(regardless of r), in dives with fewer than IS location data points per minute. Dives with 
fewer than IS points/minute were undersampled, and more moves would probably have 
been defined if the dive had been sampled at a higher rate. We used only dives with LS 
or more points/minute in this analysis. Eight seals were tracked using transmitters which 
emitted pulses every I -  1.5 seconds (a sufficiently rapid sampling rate). Only five seals 
had more than ten dives with IS or more points/minute after data processing (410 dives, 
Table 4.1).
Three-dimensional analysis of moves
We explored the three-dimensional attributes of ringed seal moves by calculating 
values related to possible behavioral goals of each move (Box 4.1; Table A.l). For each 
move, we calculated the move’s duration, length, speed, and horizontal and vertical 
bearings (<(> and 0, Figure 4.2). For each pair of moves, we also calculated the 
acceleration, horizontal turning angle, vertical turning angle, and three-dimensional 
turning angle between the two moves (a, Figure 4.1). For running sequences of five 
moves (i.e., moves 1-5, 2-6, 3-7, etc.), we calculated mean move length, duration, speed 
and acceleration, horizontal and vertical directionalities, and horizontal, vertical and 
three-dimensional angular velocities. We inspected the frequency distribution of each 
variable for evidence of distinct movement types (i.e., multi-modal distributions). We 
also inspected time-series plots of these variables for evidence of behaviorally distinct 
move sequences separated by changes in move values.
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We evaluated the effect of move sequence size on the distribution of horizontal 
directionality. We calculated values for sequences of three, five, eight, and ten moves, 
and found that the two modes of the resulting horizontal directionality distributions were 
most clearly separated for sequences of rive moves. Including more moves increased the 
likelihood that at least one of the moves would not be oriented in the same direction as 
the rest of the moves in the sequence. Thus, the upper mode of the distribution 
(directional moves) was shifted toward the lower mode (convoluted moves). Including 
fewer moves tended to result in higher horizontal directionality values, and the lower 
mode of the distribution was shifted toward the upper mode. Sequences of five moves 
also represented a reasonable time scale of 15-45 seconds of behavior. Ninety-five 
percent of analyzed dives contained rive or more moves and could be divided into 
running sequences of five moves.
Definition of movement types
We distinguished convoluted from directional movements by fitting a mixture of 
two normal distributions to the distribution of horizontal directionality values for each 
seal using a maximum-likeiihood estimation method (Figure 4.3; Venables and Ripley 
1997). We determined starting values for the estimations by graphical analysis of the 
distributions using the Bhattacharya method (Everitt and Hand 1981). We defined 
convoluted movement as any move sequence that belonged to the lower distribution in 
the mixture, and directional movement as move sequences which belonged to the upper 
distribution. For each mixture of distributions, we determined the point of equal
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probability (i.e., where the two component distributions intersected) and used this value 
as the limit between the two component distributions (Figure 4.3). Convoluted 
movement sequences had values less than or equal to the equal probability point, and 
directional movement sequences had values greater than the equal probability point (e.g., 
Figure 4.4).
We grouped move sequences into bouts of continuous behavior, during which 
move sequences were either all directional or all convoluted. In Figure 4.4C, for 
example, two bouts of directional movement can be identified (black diamonds) 
surrounding one bout of convoluted movement (gray triangles). We calculated bout 
duration as the time elapsed between the beginning of the first move sequence in the bout 
and the end of the last sequence in the bout. For each bout, we also determined the 
phase, or phases (descent, bottom, and/or ascent), of the dive during which the bout 
occurred.
Evaluation of movement types
We explored the relative importance of each movement type within dives and 
phases of dives by comparing the time devoted to each type of movement. We calculated 
ratios of time spent in convoluted movements to time spent in directional movements 
during each dive or phase ( 2  Tc / 2  To where: Tc = duration of convoluted movement 
bout C, and To = duration of directional movement bout D). We calculated ratios for 
dive phases based upon the time spent within bouts of each type that began and/or ended
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within the phase. Thus, we included bouts that spanned multiple phases in the ratios 
calculated for each phase spanned.
We compared 2  Tc / 2  To between dives which would have been classified as 
foraging (U-shaped dives) or non-foraging (V-shaped dives) based on time-depth profiles 
(e.g., Schreer et al. 1998). We grouped U-shaped and V-shaped dives and phases of 
dives into four categories based on movement type ratios: entirely convoluted movement 
(ratio = °o, e.g., 100 s / 0 s), entirely directional movement (ratio = 0), mostly convoluted 
movement (I < ratio < °°), and mostly directional movement (0 < ratio < 1).
RESULTS
Directional and convoluted movement sequences both occurred within ringed seal 
dives. Directional and convoluted movements were distinguished based on their 
horizontal directionality values (Table 4.2), but also differed in a variety of other three­
dimensional characteristics (Table A.2). Movement types differed most strongly in 
horizontal and three-dimensional angular velocities. Directional moves, in contrast to 
convoluted moves, were 2.67s (15%) lower in horizontal angular velocity, and 2.07s 
(13%) lower in three-dimensional angular velocity (differences based on parameter 
estimates from statistical analyses which accounted for temporal autocorrelation in the 
data and the random effect of seals within the models; Table A.2; Littel et al. 1996).
Most dives included several bouts of directional and convoluted movements 
(Table 4.3). Roughly half of all bouts in a dive were of each type, but directional
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movement bouts tended to be longer in duration and accounted for the majority of dive 
time in more than 2/3 of all dives (Figure 4.5). Although U-shaped and V-shaped dives 
differed in the amount of time allocated to convoluted and directional movements (X2 = 
40.9, p < 0.0001), most U-shaped and V-shaped dives included bouts of both movement 
types. In addition, both U-shaped and V-shaped dive types included dives that were all 
directional and dives that were all convoluted.
Bouts of each type also commonly occurred within each phase of dives, but fewer 
bouts occurred during descent and ascent phases than occurred during bottom phases 
(Table 4.3). Although directional movement bouts accounted for the majority of time in 
more than 2/3 of all phases, convoluted movement bouts occurred during all phases of 
most dives (Table 4.4).
We chose horizontal directionality values to classify movements based on 
inspections of histograms and time-series plots of all variables. Only three variables had 
bimodal distributions: horizontal bearing, horizontal turning angle, and horizontal 
directionality. Of these three, both horizontal bearing and horizontal turning angle values 
varied dramatically between sequential moves, and bouts of distinct movement types 
could not be distinguished in time-series plots of these values. Horizontal directionality 
values, in contrast, did distinguish between distinct movement types. Low horizontal 
directionality values were consistently associated with movement that appeared to be 
convoluted in the three-dimensional dive profiles, and high values were consistently 
associated with movement that appeared to be directional.
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A mixture of distributions fit to the horizontal directionality values for each seal 
efficiently defined directional and convoluted movements. Visual inspection of three­
dimensional dive plots confirmed that the directional and convoluted movements defined 
for each dive accurately separated the dive into sections of visually distinct behaviors 
(e.g., Figure 4.4). The means and standard deviations of the distributions fit for each seal 
were remarkably similar (Table 4.2). Seals did, however, differ in the proportion of their 
move sequences which were allocated to each distribution, or movement type, although 
less than half of all move sequences were allocated to the lower distribution (convoluted 
movement) for every seal (Table 4.2).
DISCUSSION
Ringed seals exhibited two distinct behavioral modes within phases of individual 
dives. The bimodal nature of horizontal directionality values indicated two distinct types 
of movement sequences, convoluted sequences and directional sequences. Convoluted 
sequences had higher horizontal and three-dimensional angular velocities than did 
directional sequences. The increased turning activity (i.e., high angular velocity) during 
convoluted sequences was consistent with active local search and/or pursuit behavior 
within a prey patch (Bell 1990). Alternatively, high angular velocities may have 
indicated some form of social behavior with a convoluted movement component. 
Directional sequences, conversely, were consistent with travel behavior, having lower 
turning activity. Bouts of directional movement could represent travel between breathing
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holes, exploration, or directional search behavior between prey patches (termed ranging 
by Bell 1990).
Most dives included bouts of directional and convoluted movements, indicating 
that a dive did not represent a single behavior when examined at the scale of moves 
within the dive. Further, most dives involved frequent switching between behaviors, on 
average including four or more bouts of each movement type within a dive. Switching 
between directional and convoluted movements may represent seals foraging among 
several prey patches within one dive. In this scenario, directional movements would 
represent exploratory behavior between patches, and convoluted movements would 
represent local search and/or pursuit behavior within patches. Although seals regularly 
switched between movement types, directional movement behavior still accounted for the 
majority of time during dives. Assuming that at least some of these dives involved 
foraging behavior, the predominance of directional movements suggested that seals spent 
more time traveling or exploring between patches then they spent foraging within 
patches.
The frequent shifting between movement types within dives suggested that ringed 
seal dives could not be accurately grouped into simple behavioral categories based on 
their time-depth profiles as has frequently been done for other species (e.g., Kooyman 
1968; LeBoeuf et al. 1988; Hindell et al. 1991; Schreer etal. 1998). U-shaped dives, 
which have traditionally been classified as foraging dives, included dives with only 
directional movements, i.e., strictly travel-style movements (Figure 4.S). V-shaped dives, 
which have been classified as a variety of non-foraging behaviors, included dives with
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only convoluted movements. More importantly, the majority of both U-shaped and V- 
shaped dives included both directional and convoluted movements, indicating that ringed 
seals switched between behaviors within dives of both time-depth profiles.
Other recent studies have also concluded that dive classifications based on time- 
depth data are misleading. Harcourt et al. (2000) examined three-dimensional dive 
profiles of Weddell seals and found that time-depth classifications were over-simplistic 
and, in some cases, misleading. Lesage et al. (1999) compared stomach-temperature data 
with time-depth classifications and found that harbor seal feeding events were not 
restricted to one “forage” dive type, rather feeding occurred during all classified dive 
types. We investigated the search behavior of ringed seals and found that seals 
performed local search behavior during all phases of both U-shaped and V-shaped dives 
(Simpkins et al. in prep a).
The frequent shifting between movement types within dives also complicates the 
formulation of optimal diving models (Dunstone and O'Connor 1979; Kramer 1988; 
Wilson and Wilson 1988; Ydenberg and Clark 1989; Houston and Carbone 1992; 
Thompson et al. 1993; Boyd et al. 199S; Carbone and Houston 1996; Mori 1998a; Mori 
1998b; Mori 1999). These models generally split the dive cycle into surface time, travel 
time between the surface and a prey patch at depth, and time spent foraging within the 
patch. In this scenario, descent and ascent phases were assumed to represent travel time, 
and bottom phases were assumed to represent patch time. While at the surface, the diver 
was expected to optimally reload its tissues with oxygen for the next dive and/or recover 
from the previous dive. Although these models of diving behavior seemed reasonable
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when only vertical movements were considered (only three possible vertical movement 
types: down = descent, up = ascent, and no vertical movement = bottom phase), the 
models are not as reasonable when three-dimensional movements are considered.
Our analysis of three-dimensional movements indicated that seals switched 
between travel and foraging-style behaviors several times during a dive, not only at the 
boundaries between descent, bottom, and ascent phases. Descent and ascent phases often 
included bouts of convoluted movements, indicating that these phases did not simply 
represent travel time. Although we could not determine if these convoluted movement 
bouts represented opportunistic foraging or social interactions with other seals, these 
convoluted movements certainly increased the duration and energetic cost of the 
presumed travel phases when compared to the direct travel expected by optimal diving 
models. Directional movements usually accounted for the majority of time spent in 
bottom phases, suggesting that bottom phases generally included more travel than 
foraging behavior. Bottom phases probably consisted of foraging among several prey 
patches, as these phases usually involved repeated switching between travel and foraging- 
style movements. Thus, bottom phases appeared to be comprised of several short “patch 
times” separated by longer travel times, which contradicted the optimal diving model 
assumption that bottom time was equivalent to patch time (Kramer 1988; Wilson and 
Wilson 1988; Houston and Carbone 1992; Thompson et al. 1993; Boyd et al. 1995; 
Carbone and Houston 19%; Kelly 1996a; Mori 1998a; Mori 1999).
Future optimal diving models need to address the possibility of multiple patch 
encounters during descent, bottom, and ascent phases of dives. If we assume that each
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convoluted bout represented time spent in one patch, then seals encountered multiple 
patches not only within bottom phases, but also within descent and ascent phases. If we 
further assume that the number of convoluted bouts per phase represented the patch 
encounter rate, then ringed seals encountered more patches during bottom phases than 
during other phases. Patch encounter rates have previously been modeled on a dive-by- 
dive basis (Ydenberg and Clark 1989; Mori 1998b), but our results suggest that patch 
encounter rates should be allowed to vary on a phase-by-phase basis. Modeling of this 
sort will require detailed information on movement behavior of marine mammals within 
dives, as is provided by analysis of three-dimensional movement data.
Our method efficiently distinguished between directional and convoluted 
movements by fitting a mixture of distributions to a behavioral variable that was bimodal, 
in this case horizontal directionality. Distinguishing between three-dimensional 
movement types using a horizontal variable was appropriate in this case, because in other 
analyses of these data we found ringed seal dives to be convoluted only in the horizontal 
dimensions (Simpkins et al. in prep b). Thus, horizontal information was sufficient to 
distinguish between three-dimensionally convoluted and directional movements.
Previous discriminations between diving behaviors were based on either arbitrary 
criteria or the output from various clustering algorithms (e.g., Schreer et al. 1998). The 
maximum-likelihood technique we used to fit distributions allowed for robust 
discrimination between movement types. Our use of a behavioral variable as the basis 
for discrimination provided a clear link between actual movements and the definition of 
movement types. In contrast, clustering algorithms transform behavioral variables into
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abstract indices which are often difficult to interpret (e.g., Schreer et al. 1998). Our 
method of defining behaviors can be easily generalized for use with any behavioral 
variable with a bimodal, or multimodal, empirical distribution.
The similarity of the mixtures of distributions fit for each seal suggested that the 
two movement types (directional and convoluted) represented the same behaviors (or 
suite of behaviors) for all seals. Directional movement for each seal was defined by a 
broad distribution of directionality values centered at 0.4S-0.SS, and convoluted 
movement was defined by a narrow distribution of directionality values centered at 0.2­
0.2S. For all seals, less than half of the horizontal directionality values belonged to the 
convoluted movement distribution (Table 4.2), consistent with our finding that directional 
movements accounted for the majority of time during dives. Seals varied, however, from 
allocating less than 20% to almost 50% of their movements to convoluted behavior. If 
we assume that convoluted movements represent foraging behavior, then the variation in 
the proportion of convoluted movement between seals indicates that seals varied in their 
foraging efficiency and/or desire to forage (e.g., hunger vs. need to nurse pup, defend 
territory, breed, etc.). Alternatively, convoluted movements may be involved in a suite of 
both foraging and social behaviors, and variation in convoluted movement between seals 
may represent differing allocation of dive time among these and other behaviors. For 
example, HO90 was a rutting male whose convoluted movements (49% of his 
movements) often may have represented interactions with other seals as he guarded an 
under-ice territory (Kelly and Wartzok 1996).
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Table 4.1: Ringed seal dives analyzed for within-dive movements. Included in the 
analysis were dives to depths greater than S meters, with at least 10 location data points 
collected at a rate of > 15 points/minute (after erroneous locations were removed), and 
with at least 7 seconds of data for each phase of the dive.
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Seal Age Sex Year of capture Dives
HO90 7 yr. M 1990 14
HE91 7 yr. F 1991 31
ME91 7 yr. F 1991 233
SC96 ly r. M 1996 119
SP90 ly r. F 1990 13
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Table 4.2: Mixture of normal distributions fit for horizontal directionality for each seal. Parameter estimates for 
mixtures of distributions fit for each seal are shown (proportion of mixture in the lower distribution and the mean and standard 
deviation (SD) of horizontal directionality for each distribution). In addition, the point of equal probability for the lower and 
upper distributions is given. Horizontal directionality values are distances within the trigonometric unit circle, and thus range 
between 0 and 1 (Batschelet 1981; Bell 1990).
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I  Seal
an
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in lower distribution
Lower distribution 
(convoluted movement) 
Mean SD
Upper distribution 
(directional movement) 
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Table 4.3: Mean frequency (± standard deviation) of directional and convoluted 
movements by dive and dive phase. Each movement bout consisted of a series of 
movement sequences which were either all convoluted or all directional.
Convoluted bouts Directional bouts
Dive 4.1 ±4.1 4.4 ± 3.8
Descent phase 1.3 ±1.3 1.6 ±1.1
Bottom phase 3.3 ±3.1 3.7 ± 2.9
Ascent phase 1.3 ± 1.4 1.6 ±1.2
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Table 4.4: Allocation of convoluted movement bouts among dive phases. The
number of dives which included convoluted movement bouts within each dive phase, and 
each combination of dive phases, is shown. Dive phases which included at least one 
convoluted bout (labeled convoluted) are distinguished from those which included only 
directional bouts (labeled all directional). Note that the first eight rows indicate values 
for U-shaped dives which had a bottom phase, and the last four rows indicate values for 
V-shaped dives which did not have a bottom phase.
91
Dives Descent phase Bottom phase Ascent phase
48 All directional All directional All directional
4 Convoluted All directional All directional
6 All directional Convoluted All directional
3 All directional All directional Convoluted
38 Convoluted Convoluted All directional
33 All directional Convoluted Convoluted
5 Convoluted All directional Convoluted
174 Convoluted Convoluted Convoluted
31 All directional No bottom phase All directional
6 Convoluted No bottom phase All directional
I All directional No bottom phase Convoluted
41 Convoluted No bottom phase Convoluted
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Box 4.1: Variables calculated for three-dimensional movements within ringed seal 
dives (Batschelet 1981; Bell 1990; Turchin 1998). Horizontal directionality was used to 
classify movements.
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Calculated for each move
Move duration = tj
Move length = mi (Figure 4.2)
Speed = mj / 1;
Horizontal bearing = 0* = bearing to the right of the Y-axis for move i (Figure 4.2)
Vertical bearing = 0j = bearing up from the Z-axis for move i (Figure 4.2)
Calculated for each pair o f moves
Acceleration = [ (mi+i/ti+i) -  (mi/ti) ] /  [ (ti + ti+i) / 2 ]
Horizontal turning angle -  |<fc+i -  <fc|
Vertical turning angle = |0i+i -  0i|
Three-dimensional turning angle = cti = magnitude of three-dimensional turning angle 
between move i and move i+1 (Figure 4.1)
Calculated for running sequences of five moves 
(n = 5 moves, i = moves 1-5,2-6, 3-7, etc.)
Mean move length = £ ( m j )  / n 
Mean move duration = £  (ti) /  n 
Mean speed = £(m0 /  £  (ti)
Mean acceleration = £  { [ (mi+i/ti+i) -  (m/t;) ] / [ (ti + tj+ l )  / 2 ] }
Horizontal directionality = mean vector [<J>] = { [ (£  cos <fc)2 + (£ sin <fc)2 ]° 5 } / n 
Vertical directionality = mean vector [0] = { [ (£ cos 0j)2 + (£ sin 0i)2 ]° 5 } / n 
Horizontal angular velocity = £  Ofr+i -<{>()/£ (ti)
Vertical angular velocity =  £  (0i+i -  0i) / £  (t,)
Three-dimensional angular velocity = £  (otp / £  (tj)_____________________________
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Figure 4.1: Definition of moves and three-dimensional turning angle between moves 
for movement analysis. AB is defined as one move because all points along the dotted 
dive path between A and B are within r (3 m) of the line segment AB. BC is defined as a 
move similarly. The three-dimensional turning angle between AB and BC is a.
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Figure 4.2: Spherical and rectangular coordinates used in three-dimensional 
movement analysis (modified from Batschelet 1981). Rectangular coordinates (x, y, z) 
are shown in italics, and spherical coordinates (m, <>, 0) are shown in bold. Note that x, y, 
and z are lengths measured along the respective axes (X, Y, Z), and m is a length 
measured in the direction defined by 0 and 0 angles. For our analysis of diving behavior, 
the Z-axis is positive in the downward direction as shown.
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Figure 4.3: Mixtures of distributions fit for horizontal directionality. Probability 
density histograms of horizontal directionality values are shown for each seal (A-E) along 
with the probability density functions for the mixtures of distributions fit by maximum- 
likelihood estimation (bold curves; Venables and Ripley 1997). The thin-line curves 
represent the two component distributions of the Et mixture, and the point of equal 
probability (i.e., intersection) is indicated with an arrow and its associated value. The 
scale of the y-axis varies between plots for ease of viewing.
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Figure 4.4: Definition of move sequence types. Time-depth (A) and X-Y (B) plots are shown for a dive by seal ME91 
(arrows denote direction of travel). The horizontal directionality for each move sequence in the dive (C) is used to assign 
move sequences to behavioral types. The equal probability point (0.310) is shown by a horizontal line in C. Move sequences 
with horizontal directionality values below this line are convoluted sequences (gray triangles), and those above the line are 
directional (black diamonds). All moves are shown in A and B, but only the start points of move sequences are shown in C. VOOV
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AD Convoluted
(R = °°)
Mostly Convoluted 
( I  <  R  <  oo)
Mostly Directional 
(0 < R < 1)
All Directional 
(R = 0)
Figure 4.5: Frequencies of directional and convoluted movements in V-shaped and U-shaped dives. Dives are shown 
grouped into four categories based on the ratio (R) of total convoluted movement bout duration to total directional movement 
bout duration. VO
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY
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Ringed seals appeared to frequently change their behavior within individual dives, 
presumably in response to encounters with prey or other seals during a dive. Seals often 
switched between directional and convoluted movements within dives, consistent with 
directional travel or exploratory behavior interrupted by convoluted movements in 
response to an encounter. Convoluted movements may have represented a seal pursuing 
prey or another seal, or a seal searching locally to find more prey or other seals. Travel 
and exploration dives apparently did not involve encounters, because these dives showed 
no evidence of convoluted movements. Convoluted dives, however, included multiple 
bouts of convoluted movement and, presumably, reflected multiple encounters with prey 
or other seals. These convoluted dives likely represented a variety of dive behaviors, 
including travel and exploration behaviors interrupted by opportunistic foraging or social 
encounters.
The movements during convoluted dives were always much more convoluted 
horizontally than vertically, pointing out a weakness in time-depth data which ignore the 
horizontal component of movements. I found no evidence of behavioral differences 
between dives with very distinct time-depth profiles (V-shaped and U-shaped dives), 
suggesting that time-depth profiles were not a reliable means of classifying dive 
behaviors for ringed seals. I also found that ringed seals performed similar types of 
movement during descent, bottom, and ascent phases, suggesting that these dive phases 
were not behaviorally distinct as previously assumed based upon time-depth profiles.
I focused my analyses on dives with the most detailed data, because I was 
interested in studying ringed seal movement behavior on the finest scale possible. As a
99
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result, many dives were eliminated from consideration in my analyses and continuous 
series (i.e., bouts) of dives were rare within the final datasets. Future studies may either 
collect more detailed dive data or focus on larger scale behavior. Such studies could 
analyze differences in three-dimensional movement behavior between dives within 
different bouts. For example, three-dimensional behavior could be contrasted between 
dives within presumed foraging bouts and those outside of such bouts (Gentry and 
Kooyman 1986; Boyd et al. 1994; Kelly 1996a).
Ringed seal behaviors that were not studied here may be quantified in the future 
using different data collection methods. For example, poor acoustic location data near 
the undersurface of the ice made quantification of shallow movement behavior 
impossible in this study. Ringed seals, however, do prey upon ice-associated 
zooplankton (Welch et al. 1992) and presumably foragf along the undersurface of sea ice 
for these zooplankton and arctic cod which are occasionally found near the ice 
undersurface (Crawford and Jorgenson 1990). Much of ringed seal social behavior may 
also occur near the surface (especially around breathing holes; Kelly and Wartzok 1996). 
The use of a non-acoustic tracking system (e.g., Davis et al. 1999) may allow the 
important shallow component of ringed seal behavior to be assessed. In addition, 
modification of our tracking system to allow simultaneous tracking of multiple seals 
would allow the identification of social interactions, which in this study were 
indistinguishable from other behaviors such as foraging or exploration.
Combining three-dimensional movement data with simultaneous current data 
would clarify how much of ringed seal movements are controlled by currents. Currents
100
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in Resolute Passage are tidally dominated and range as high as 20 cm/s in either direction 
along the passage (Marsden et al. 1994b). Without simultaneous current measurements, I 
could not determine whether a moving seal was swimming with, against, or across a 
current. I also could not determine if a stationary seal was maintaining its position 
against a current or simply drifting during slack tide.
Correlating three-dimensional diving behavior with prey distribution data would 
enable a more comprehensive study of foraging behavior than was possible here.
Although the vertical distribution of prey was monitored acoustically using a fixed 
transducer, the resulting echograms could not be directly linked to the diving behavior of 
specific seals. Also, echoes appearing on the echograms could not be assigned to 
particular prey species, although attempts were made to relate echoes to prey species 
using vertical net tows and fixed underwater video camera surveys. Large, inter­
disciplinary research projects have begun to address the problem of relating prey 
distribution to diving behavior, although these projects are currently limited to the use of 
time-depth data (Croll et al. 1998).
By analyzing the three-dimensional movements of ringed seals, I was able to gain 
new insight into the diving behavior of these animals and to dispute previous assumptions 
and inferences drawn from time-depth data. I encourage others to use, and improve 
upon, the methods presented here in future analyses of the three-dimensional diving 
behavior of other species. These methods should prove useful in testing a variety of 
behavioral hypotheses, and future increases in the availability of three-dimensional
101
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movement data from other marine mammals should dramatically improve our 
understanding of marine mammal diving behavior.
102
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APPENDIX: SUMMARY OF ALL THREE-DIMENSIONAL MOVEMENT 
ANALYSES CONDUCTED FOR MOVES AND MOVE SEQUENCES WITHIN 
INDIVIDUAL RINGED SEAL DIVES
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Table A .l: Three-dimensional variables for moves and move sequences. The values summarized are for five seals 
combined (> 15,700 moves, 410 dives). All variables had unimodal distributions, except for the three bold variables, which 
had bimodal distributions.
Move sequence variable
Move Variable Mean (interquartile range) (5 moves per sequence) Mean (interquartile range)
Move Length (m) 14.2 (5.7,16.0) Mean Move Length (m) 13.9(8.3,15.8)
Move Duration (s) 7.3 (3.0,9.0) Mean Move Duration (s) 7.3 (4.8, 8.6)
Speed (m/s) 2.23(1.15,3.15) Mean Speed (m/s) 1.99(1.35,2.54)
Acceleration (m/s2) 0.27 (0.04,0.37) Mean Acceleration (m/s2) 0,29(0.14,0.39)
Horizontal bearing, f  (°) 87.6(0.0,180.0) Horizontal directionality 0 J 9  (0.24,0.52)
Vertical bearing, 0 (°) 89.3 (80.3, 102.2) Vertical directionality 0.96 (0.95, 1.00)
Horizontal turning angle ty°) 108.0 (57.5,158.2) Horizontal angular velocity (<t>°/s) 19,6(11,7, 25.2)
Vertical turning angle (0°) 15.3(1.5,20.0) Vertical angular velocity (0°/s) 2.7 (6.8,3.5)
Turning angle (a°) 98.9(58.2, 142.1) Angular velocity (a°/s) 18.0(10.9, 23.1)
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Table A.2: Differences between three-dimensional variables for each move sequence type. Parameter estimates are 
shown for mixed model analyses (Littel et al. 1996) of three-dimensional variables by move sequence type for five seals 
(13,884 move sequences, 390 dives). Fixed effect parameter estimates (± standard error of estimate) are given for convoluted 
and directional move sequences (bold indicates a significant difference between the two move sequence types, p < 0.0001). 
Covariance parameters are given for the random effect of individual seals within the model and for repeated measures analysis 
(variance explained by temporal autocorrelation, range of temporal autocorrelation, and residual variance).
Three-dimensional variable
Convoluted
sequences
Directional
sequences Seal random effect
Temporal
Autocor.
Range
(seconds) Residual
Mean Move Length (m) 16.96 ±1.34 16.83 ±1.34 5.25 247.2 250.8 1.0
Mean Move Duration (s) 8.71 ±0.22 8.97 ±0.22 0.06 25.2 143.8 0.6
Mean Speed (m/s) 1.99 ±0.13 1.90 ± 0.13 0.08 0.78 110.1 0.02
Mean Acceleration (m/s2) 0.26 ±0.02 0.24 ±0.02 0.001 0.030 43.2 0.002
Horizontal directionality 0.27 ±0.01 0.49 ±0.01 0.0006 0.012 74.0 0.005
Vertical directionality 0.94 ±0.01 0.94 ±0.01 0.0002 0.006 72.4 0.0002
Horizontal angular velocity ty°/s) 17.15 ±0.76 14.60 ±0.75 2.15 95.69 46.5 10.64
Vertical angular velocity (0°/s) 2.43 ±0.15 2.41 ±0.15 0.05 8.84 65.9 0.42
Three-dimensional angular 
velocity (a°/s)
15.50 ± 0.79 13.50 ±0.79 2.51 76.79 44.6 8.29
©
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